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screen), a different picture emerges. Although it is now clear that integrated audio can
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to use audio to best effect.
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All treatments were followed by an on-line, simulation-based, problem-solving
examination. Outcome scores, response latency and elapsed treatment times were
analyzed with two-way analysis of variance and multiple comparison procedures to
identify any significant main or interaction effects.
The independence of communications serving specific educational functions was
confmned. Instructional narrative was found to be more effective (p < .01) when
presented
auditory display either alone or in concert
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of the
Aural
effectively (p < .05) displayed simultaneously
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Chapter I
Introduction

The advent of inexpensive high-quality digital audio components and circuitry has
vu,"'nl>A.HU'~J

brought

computer games have included sounds

activities.
Using
with
programs.

to most personal computers and many

computer-based
effect.

computer-based educational programs

practiced

lUll,,","""""''"'' mstruction, music ear training, and primary

mstructional

But with inexpensive digital audio solutions and higher capacity storage

devices, it is now reasonable -

not just possible -

for almost any computer-based

educational program to contain an audio component (Barron & Kysilka, 1993; Buxtgn,
1989;

,1

Savenye, 1992).
by the

as an additional information channel has
human

Researchers such as Arons (1993);

Buxton

(1987); Blattner, Sumlkawa and Greenberg (1989); Brewster, Wnght and Edwards
(1993); Buxton (1989); Cohen (1993); Cohen and Ludwig (1993); Edwards (1989a,
1989b); Gaver (1986, 1989, 1993); Gaver and Smith (1990); Hindus, Arons, Stifelman,
Gaver, Mynatt and Back (1995); Kantowitz and Sorkin (1983); Mynatt and Edwards
(1992);
Powell
part of
computers

Venolia (1993) and Wenzel, Gaver,

and
system

conslliered the set of sounds that can be
or output of that system. To these

,J'I.,l\"lU.h)

display as well as the more obvious

engmeers,
even if it
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is only the click of the keys or a "beep" when booted. The results of their work have been
on display in many high-tech environments such as airplane cockpits, nuclear power
control rooms, and virtual reality stations.
That educators would discover and attempt to exploit this expanded use of
computer sound in educational software would seem only natural. After all, sound is a
constant source of information in almost all aspects of our lives (Brewster et aI., 1993;
Cohen, 1993; Baecker & Buxton, 1987; Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993).
We listen to the thunk of a car door to find out if it has closed
properly, to the gurgle of pouring liquid to know if a container is almost
full, and to traffic noises to assess the danger of crossing a street.
Mechanics listen to automobile engines, and doctors listen to heartbeats,
both with the aim of getting information about mechanisms that are not
visually accessible (Gaver, 1989, p. 70).
Claims abound as to audio's efficiency and effectiveness as a display mechanism

"
when added to computer programs or presentations (Brewster et ai. 1993, Gaver, 1986,
1989, 1993). Blattner et al. (1989) cite the example of voice messaging, which seems to
be assimilated more easily than visual forms of the same messages. It has also been shown
that video arcade scores decrease when the games' sound effects are turned off (Baecker
& Buxton, 1987; Blattner et aI., 1989; Buxton, 1989).
The claims are no less sweeping for instructional applications.
Basic research on learning has revealed that most of the instruction we receive is
delivered as text, which uses little of our sensory or brain capacity. With the addition of
sensory inputs, that increases: "people retain about 20% of what they hear, 40% of what
they see and hear, and 75% of what they see, hear and do" (Piiia & Savenye, 1992, p.2).
While these figures provide great hope for and justifiable excitement about the
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introduction
research
instruction

with auditory displays to educational

additional

It

audio-based

cases, is no more effective than print

quality

reason to temper that excitement.

(Kroll, 1974; Main, 1974; Moore, 1981; Schramm, 1973).

Moving audio-based

instruction into the computer-based environment has not seemed to alter these findings
(Aleman-Centeno, 1983). There is even some evidence that in certain cases it may have
reduced efficiency by slowing the time required for completion of activities (Barron &
Kysilka,

992).
have been successes.

language

Most notable arc

car training, teaching people with impaired

fbreign
situations

where close attention to some object is required while instruction is taking place. Even so,
at best, results from research are mixed with regard to the use of the audio display channel
in computer-based educational applications (Kroll, 1974; Main, 1974; Moore, 1981;
Steinhaus, 1987; Wilkinson, 1980).

Rationale
. the educational use of audio have produced

they

have had one particular thing in common. They examined audio primarily as a single
dimensional feature with the binary attribute of being either on or off, present or not.
Little consideration has been given to the various roles that distinct portions or aspects of
an audio track may play in the instructional process (Lauret & Wood, 1988; Mayer &
Anderson.

Johnston, 1993; Wilkinson, 1980; Yildiz
the various functions that visual and

in instructional

reveals two things. First, there are a

perform
and

distinctly different kinds of communications that take place in interactive computer
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courseware environments (Gordon, 1969; Lauret & Wood, 1988). Second, that for the
most part, these communications may be routed through either the auditory or the visual
computer display channels (Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993; Gibbons, 1987; Kantowitz &
Sorkin, 1983; Lauret & Wood, 1988). Characteristics and range differ from one display
to the other, but intent and function during instruction do not (Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993;
Kantowitz & Sorkin, 1983; Lauret & Wood, 1988).

Table 1 lists the functional

equivalencies and differences between interactive courseware visual and auditory displays.
As can be seen, auditory displays are used in interactive courseware in four basic ways,
(a) as illustration emphasis -

aural examples, (b) as narration -

instruction and command), (c) for

including exaggerated examples, non-examples and alert tones, and (d) as a

navigational aid -

transitions and the like, usually music (Lauret & Wood, 1988).

Other studies have used auditory displays in various ways. Some used them just to
convey instructional narrative (Barron & K ysilka, 1993; Collett & Curry, 1971), some just
for feedback (Sales & Johnston, 1993), most used them to convey multiple kinds "of
communications serving various educational functions without differentiation (AlemanCenteno, 1983; Hativa & Reingold, 1987; Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Steinhaus, 1981).
No studies were found that examined the effectiveness of using the auditory display to
convey selected kinds of communications serving various isolated educational functions.
It therefore seemed that a closer examination of the effectiveness of using auditory

displays for educational applications was warranted.
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Table 1
Visual and Auditory Display Functions Compared
Function

Purpose

Illustration

Convey
instructional
content

Visual

Auditory

Pictures figures
and drawings

Contextual aural
examples

Video and Animation

Isolated aural
examples

Tables
Exaggerated aural
examples
Narration
Instruction

Convey
instructional
content

Instructional text

Instructional
narration

Questions
Questions

Command

Feedback, clues,
etc.

Feedback, clues, etc.

Explain how to
interact with the
program (what to
do next, etc.)

Command text

Command narration

Helps

Helps

Options

Options

Focus attention on
some detail of the
display

Circled, inverted,
or boxed area on
target graphic

Exaggerated
example (amplified
isolated or fIltered
version of the target
sound)

"

Emphasis
Highlight

Focus zone (zone
of higher detail, color,
etc.)
Enlargement (zoom-in
or exploded area on
graphic)
Pointer (arrows, etc.)

Non-verbal queue
(alert sound calling
attention to a
particular detail,
feedback from
interaction, etc.)
Table 1 to be continued
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Table 1 (continued)

Visual and Auditory Display Functions Compared
Purpose

Visual

Auditory

Label

Identify a portion
of the display

Text label (naming,
classifying, etc. target
portion of a graphic)

Audio label (specific
alert sound or
spoken phrase
played as cursor
passes over target
portion of a graphic)

Navigation
aid

Inform
student/user of
current location
relative to
program
organization

Title screens (to
indicate level: course,
section, objective,
etc.)

Transitions (usually
music indicating the
beginning and/or end
of a segment)

Heading (outline
screen title, subhead,
etc.)

Non-verbal indicator
(tones/sounds
indicating arrival at
or completion of
segment or objective
milestones)

Function
Emphasis
(continued)

Background color
(progressively darker
or lighter to indicate
depth within product
outline)
Numeric (page
number, percentage
completed, etc.)
Synoptic displays
(elevator boxes, tree
charts, you-are-here
maps, etc.)

Note. Adapted from Lauret and Wood (1988).
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Given the availability of auditory display channels (Barron & Kysilka, 1993), the
potential auditory displays enjoy for increased learning comprehension and retention
(Buxton, 1989; Gaver, 1986; Pifia & Savenye, 1992), and the evidence that their
indiscriminate use may also slow or inhibit the learning process (Barron & Kysilka, 1993),
the interactive courseware instructional designer is faced with a dilemma.

Are there

conditions for, or ways in which, the addition of audio will enhance learning? In other
words, are there particular kinds of communications or instructional functions that when
conveyed as part of the auditory display provide better results? Are there certain classes
of content where auditory displays provide the more efficient and effective instructional
channel?

Are there particular kinds of communications serving specific educational

functions or combinations thereof for which the use of auditory displays is
contraindicated? If so, how, when, and under what conditions? The underlying question,
does the assumption of a multifaceted, multi-dimensional, multi-functional auditory display
<0

as suggested by human factors research hold true for educational applications and
settings? Answers to these questions would serve to point the way for a more effective
use of an important and rapidly growing aspect of computer-based educational programs
and materials (Yildiz & Atkins, 1992). It is from these issues that the research questions
for this study were drawn. This study, in a limited way, has begun to provide answers to
these questions.
Assumptions
Evidence has been provided to suggest the capabilities of the auditory display are
multi-dimensional and run parallel to those of the visual display (Arons, 1993; Baecker &
Buxton, 1987; Blattner, et al., 1989; Brewster, et a1., 1993; Buxton, 1989; Cohen, 1993;
Cohen & Ludwig, 1993; Edwards, 1989a, 1989b; Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993; Gaver &
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Smith 1990; Hindus, et a1., 1995; Kantowitz & Sorkin, 1983; Mynatt & Edwards, 1992;
Stifelman, 1995; Venolia, 1993; Wenzel, et al., 1993). It has also been suggested that this
has application to educational environments in that both visual and auditory displays
would be capable of conveying communications which could serve nearly all educational
functions found in computer-based instructional materials (Gibbons, 1987; Lauret &
Wood, 1988).

As designers are faced with the task of integrating audio into on-line

materials, it would be ideal for them to know whether these assertions would hold true in
educational settings. If true, it would help them to know which display, auditory, visual,
or some combination thereof, would most effectively convey the communications used to
satisty each educational function. Such information would aid them as they chose display
implementations and configurations (Baecker & Buxton, 1987; Blattner, Sumikawa &
Greenberg, 1989; Buxton, 1989; Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993; Mynatt & Edwards, 1992).
Prior to this study, these data did not exist (Yildiz & Atkins, 1992). Hence, the purpose
of this study was to test whether auditory displays were capable of conveying multiple
kinds of communications designed to fill specific educational functions and, if they were,
gather data on the effectiveness of selected uses and implementations of auditory displays.
Investigating these issues required that subjects students -

in this case, high school

be exposed to carefully controlled educational treatments and then evaluated

to see how well they learned. One of the assumptions implicit in this method was that
students would give their best effort to learn something that was not related to any aspect
of their course of study. A companion assumption was that they would also give their
best effort on any instrument assessing how well they learned, even though the topic was
not a part of their course of study, and the outcome would not benefit them in any way.
Another assumption made by this experiment was that a one-time, brief exposure to a
particular piece of instruction would approximate real-life instructional situations. These
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assumptions had to hold if the results of this study were to be generalized to most
situations and cases oflearning (Gay, 1992; Isaac & Michea1, 1981; McClave & Dietrich,
1991).

Objectives and Hypotheses
The capability and capacity of various computer display configurations to convey
specific elements of a computer-based instructional message were investigated.

Of

particular interest to the investigation was the capacity and effectiveness of the auditory
channel as a display device.
It has been thought possible to present specific communications, each serving a
particular educational purpose or fimction such as narrative, example, rule, and the like by
way of the visual display (Gordon, 1969; Gibbons, 1987). Further, it has been thought
that these specific communications could each be handled in a consistent way via their
oJ.;

own "sub-channel" on the visual display, i.e., instruction in identically looking text blocks
in consistent screen locations, graphic illustrations in the same location each time on the
screen, identical screen-based controls that appear in the same locations from screen to
screen, and so forth (Alessi & Trollip, 1985; Gordon, 1969; Gibbons, 1987; Kears1ey,
1983; Lauret & Wood, 1988; Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Sales & Johnston, 1993;
Wilkinson, 1980; Yildiz & Atkins, 1992). It has been further thought that the auditory
display presented a depth and sub-channel capacity similar to that of the visual channel
(Arons, 1993; Baecker & Buxton, 1987; Blattner, et al., 1989; Brewster, et al. 1993;
Buxton, 1989; Cohen, 1993; Cohen & Ludwig, 1993; Edwards, 1989a, 1989b; Gaver,
1986,1989, 1993; Gaver & Smith, 1990; Hindus, et al., 1995; Kantowitz & Sorkin, 1983;
Mynatt & Edwards, 1992; Stifelman, 1995; Venolia, 1993; Wenzel, et al., 1993).
Therefore, matching auditory and visual channel implementations of identical instruction
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were studied for comparison and interaction effects (Blattner, et aI, 1989; Buxton, 1989;
Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993; Gibbons, 1987; Kantowitz & Sorkin, 1983; Lauret & Wood,
1988).

The investigation attempted to determine whether specific kinds of

communications when presented independently and via differing display configurations
would produce differences in results.

The hypothesis implied here was one of

independence. That is, when all communications serving a specific, selected instructional
function and conveying identical content were routed through differing display
configurations, no difference would be

0 bserved

in the effects produced by the

communications serving other specific instructional functions whose display configurations
were held constant, while variations would likely be observed in the effects produced by
the changes in display configuration applied to the first set of communications.

The

Boolean equation representing this hypothesis was represented in the following manner.

{a = .05}

Where: PI

=

Communication conveyed as part ofthe auditory display only

Pz

=

Communication conveyed as part ofthe visual display only

P3

=

Communication conveyed as part of both auditory and visual displays

q

=

Separate communication held constant while p was varied

The corresponding "null" hypothesis that was tested and which had to be rejected
in order to accept this condition was stated thus:
{a = .05}

If differences in outcomes were found to exist between different display
configurations as measured by comprehension and problem-solving assessment results, the
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study was designed to further determine which configurations produced the best results
while minimizing the impact to the speed oflearning.
This problem carried with it several issues. The flIst issue was that the set of
conditions under which instructional materials presented as part of the auditory display
could affect learning -

both positively and negatively -

were unknown. Although the

literature contained fmdings of both difference and no difference when using auditory
displays, (a) they were not numerous, (b) they were not often clear as to which
instructional functions were filled by the communications included in the auditory or visual
displays, (c) they were not often clear as to what kind or level of learning was being
measured -

recall, discrimination, problem-solving, etc., and (d) possible interactions

from or confounding effects of analogous visual display elements were seldom isolated or
controlled (see Chapter. 2; Allen, 1974; Becker, 1992; Gibbons, 1987; Greenhill, 1967;
Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Sales & Johnston, 1993; Schramm, 1973; Wilkinson, 1980;
Yildiz & Atkins, 1992). As a result, there were no widely accepted guidelines for the ~se
of audio or other aural components in computer-based educational materials.

What

guidelines could be found appeared to be based more on use of auditory displays in other
media, intuition, or anecdotal data than on the experimental method (Becker, 1992;
Gibbons, 1987; Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Sales & Johnston, 1993; Schramm, 1973;
Wilkinson, 1980; Yildiz & Atkins, 1992). Attempts were made to synthesize the available
research and identify specific ways or conditions under which auditory display information
could be reasonably used in interactive courseware (lCW). These appear in Chapter 2,
"Review of the Literature."
Second, research has shown that auditory and visual displays and even the printed
page may be used in many cases to convey content with roughly equal effectiveness
(Barron & Kysilka, 1993; Cooper, 1976; Hudson & Holland, 1992; Mayer & Anderson,
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1992; Saga, 1992;). It has been this author's observation that one aspect of delivery that
had not been addressed was whether there was a difference in effectiveness between
auditory and visual displays when the topic of instruction was itself aural in nature. Two
efforts were undertaken to address this question. One was to review reports of previous
research to determine whether or not part or all of the treatment content was aural (see
Chapter 2). The other was to use experimental treatments in this study which contained
instructional content where audio discrimination was an integral part of the learning to
take place. It was hoped this would allow for comparisons between this and other studies
not containing aural content.
Third, the effects of ICW utilizing various combinations of auditory and/or visual
display channels to convey communications serving various instructional functions were
unknown. Measurement of differences between the effects of a particular auditory display
treatment, its visual display analog, and a combined version allowed for the determination
of which conditions did or did not significantly affect learning outcomes. Obtaining these
measurements for both instructional narrative and aural examples (the main effects)
provided an opportunity to better understand how, when, and where each display channel
could best be used to convey content. The research hypothesis examined here was that
there would be a significant difference between outcomes produced by each treatment:
{a = .OS}

Where: Pl = Communication conveyed as part ofthe auditory display only

P2 = Communication conveyed as part of the visual display only
P3

=

Communication conveyed as part of both auditory and visual displays

The corresponding null hypothesis that was tested and which had to be rejected in order to
accept this condition was stated thus:
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{a = .05}

Fourth, measurements of effects produced by combinations of conditions were also
obtained. This allowed a check for interactions between conditions, such as the negative
interaction predicted by Severin (1967) when mismatched instructional materials were
presented via two display channels simultaneously.

The existence and strength of

interaction could lead to recommendations about which combinations of auditory and
visual display usage to avoid or employ as well as how strongly to avoid or employ them.
The research hypothesis here was that differences existed between the outcomes shown by
at least two of the auditory and visual display condition combinations tested.

Where:

PIx =
P2x

Instructional narrative conveyed as part of auditory display only

= Instructional narrative conveyed as part of visual display only

P3x =

Instructional narrative conveyed as part of both auditory and visual display

pxl = Aural example conveyed as part of auditory display only
Px2 =

Aural example conveyed as part of visual display only

Px3 =

Aural example conveyed as part of both auditory and visual display

The corresponding null hypothesis to be tested was one of no difference:
{a = .05}

Fifth, when a difference was found, it was deemed important to determine the
direction of the difference. That is, it was important to know whether one treatment
produced higher or lower outcomes than the other and how much higher or lower.
Without knowing this, it would be impossible to determine which experimental
configuration was more or less effective than another and therefore also impossible to
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draw conclusions about how to use the auditory display to best effect in instructional
settings.
Limitations and Delimitations
It was not possible in this study to examme all possible implementations of

auditory displays. Practical considerations forced this investigation to focus solely on the
primary content-bearing communications which served the functions of illustration and
narration - more particularly, aural examples and instructional narrative (Gibbons, 1987).
Further, for the purposes of this study, aural examples included sounds that had to be
discriminated as either direct learning or indicators of or for a targeted learning (Gibbons,
1987; Lauret & Wood, 1988).
One of the major concerns of any experimental study is to eliminate or at least
control for the effects of any variable other than those being examined.

As will be
"
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2, below average reading abilities and to a lesser
degree, low IQ scores have been shown to significantly lower ICW outcome scores where
on-screen instructional text is present (Kroll, 1974; Main, 1974; Sales & Johnston, 1993;
Self, Self, and Rahaim, 1984). To eliminate the possible confounding effects of poor
reading skills and low IQs on this experiment, only subjects with reading abilities at or
above a ninth grade level as determined by the Stanford Achievement Test version 8
(SAT8) as administered at the beginning of the 11th grade year were included
(Psychological Corporation, 1989).

As lower IQ scores have been shown to be

significantly correlated to, and are thought to be one of the causes of, lower reading
achievement scores, it was hoped that this precaution would shield the results ofthis study
from both conditions (Cardon, DiLalla, Plomin, DeFries & Fulker, 1990; G1ez & Lopez,
1994; Kline, Graham & Lachar, 1993; Naglieri & Reardon, 1993; Sattler, 1990; Share &
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Silva, 1986; Stanovich, 1986; Stanton, Freehan, McGee & Silva, 1990). It was thought
that the selected group of 11th and 12th grade public school students would be the most
representative of the public at large while controlling for the possible confounding effects
oflow reading abilities and IQ.
Although a true random sampling is the ideal and preferred method for gathering
subjects, ethical considerations required that all participants essentially be volunteers (Gay,
1992). Although it was hoped that all subjects randomly selected for inclusion would
choose to participate, that could not be guaranteed.

Indeed, some chose not to

participate. Others did not complete the experiment. The investigation had to be limited
by this constraint. Even so, several actions were taken to encourage subjects to choose to
participate. The content of the experimental treatment was selected with the hope of
capitalizing on an existing high degree of interest among subjects (Baines, 1994; Bettis &
Smith, 1994; Choonoo, 1993; Deci, 1992; Dordan & Nicholson, 1994; Goertz &
Phemister, 1994; Hidi & Anderson, 1992; Kaiser, 1995; Krapp, Hidi & Renninger, 1992;
New York Public Library, 1993; Palmer, 1994; Peskorz, Camper, Ringquist, Nelson &
Weiblen, 1993; Schraw, Bruning & Svoboda, 1995), and the instructional treatment was
reworked to utilize instructional strategies proven to increase interest (Deci 1992; Garner,
et aI., 1992; J. Robertson, personal communication, February 1, 1994; Krapp, Hidi &
Renninger, 1992; Nenniger, 1992; Pressley, El-Dinary, Marks, Brown & Stein., 1992; R.
Honaker, personal communication, May 10, 1995; Schraw, Bruning & Svoboda, 1995;
Tobias, 1993; Wade, 1992). AdditionaValtemate subjects were randomly identified to fill
vacancies.

It was believed that these contingencies and a small gift/incentive for full

participation encouraged the remainder to undertake and complete the experiment.
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Defmition of Terms

The following terms have been used in this document and are defmed here for
convenience and clarity.
Audio-tutorial method. Also audio tutorial. An instructional method invented by

Samuel Postlethwait in 1961 at Purdue University. Instructional materials are developed
for and recorded on audio tape. The tapes, accompanying handouts, slides, activities,
tests, etc. are then made available to students, usually in a media laboratory setting with
study carrels equipped with headsets, tape players and the like. The format is generally
some variation of self-paced independent study. It is usually viewed as an alternative to
traditional lecture methods (Moldstad, 1974; Postlethwait, Novak & Murray, 1969).
Auditory Display. Also referred to as the audio display or aural display, it consists

of the sounds created or re-created under control of the system of which the sounds are an
~

output. In the case of leW, the sounds are under the control of the computer program
that is responsible for conveying the instructional content.

The auditory display is

analogous to the visual display which is usually presented on a computer screen where text
and/or graphics are displayed under control of some computer program (Blattner,
Sumikawa & Greenberg, 1989; Buxton, 1989; Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993; Kantowitz &
Sorkin, 1983).
Auditory Display Channel. The hardware components required by a computer to

properly create or recreate sound(s). May include speakers, amplifiers, Digita1-to-Ana10g
converters, Digital Signal Processors (DSP's), integrated circuitry, associated wires, and
connectors (Blattner, Sumikawa & Greenberg, 1989; Buxton, 1989; Gaver, 1986, 1989,
1993; Kantowitz & Sorkin, 1983).
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CAl.

Computer-Aided Instruction; Computer-Assisted Instruction; Computer-

Adaptive Instruction (See CBT).

CAT. Computer-Aided Teaching; Computer-Aided Training; Computer-Assisted
Teaching;

Computer-Assisted Training;

Computer-Adaptive Teaching;

Computer-

Adaptive Training (See CBT).

CBl. Computer-Based Instruction (See CBT).
CBT.

Computer-Based Teaching; Computer-Based Training.

Instruction

controlled and delivered via a computer. It usually features color graphics and text, and
requires student participation. It may also include audio track(s), motion video clips,
and/or animation (Alessi & Trollip, 1985; Gibbons, 1987; Kears1ey, 1983; Lauret &
Wood, 1988; Oblinger, 1992; Pifia & Savenye, 1992; Psotka, Massey & Mutter, 1988).
Several other terms exist to describe the same process, which rather unsuccessfully
{;

attempt to distinguish between various pedagogical applications or purposes (Gibbons,
1987). In essence, combining one word from each column of Table 2 will produce the
various terms applied to CBT (Gibbons, 1987). Each has been accepted and promoted to
describe this phenomenon at one time or another (Gibbons, 1987; Kears1ey, 1983; Lauret
& Wood, 1988; Psotka, Massey & Mutter, 1988). Other terms used to describe various

kinds of CBT include Interactive Courseware (ICW) , Interactive Videodisk (IVD or IV)
and Interactive Multimedia (lAM -

often "shortened" to Multimedia). IVD and lAM are

more specific terms in that they make additional reference to a particular required
hardware configuration (Ford, 1992; Gibbons, 1987; Lauret & Wood, 1988; Oblinger,
1992; Pifia & Savenye, 1992; Satjeant, 1992 -

See also Videodisk and Multimedia).

ICW, the term de jour for on-line instructional products in the US military, seeks to avoid
the confusion invoked by all these other terms by simply lumping them, IVD, Multimedia,
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CBT and family, etc. firmly into a single category (P. H. Larsen, personal communication,
January 24, 1995; R. L. McGuinty, personal communication, January 26, 1995). For the
same reasons, this study will likewise use the meta-term ICW (interactive courseware) to
refer to all types of computer-delivered, structured instructional materials.

Table 2

Alternative Names for Computer-Based Training

2

1

3

Computer

Aided

Instruction

Technology

Assisted

Learning

Adaptive

Teaching

Based

Training

Mediated

Note. Adapted from Gibbons (1987).

Courseware.

Instructional materials.

particular class of courseware -

This study uses this term to refer to a

computer software (programs and data fIles) which when

run produce instructional presentations. When run in their entirety they comprise a course
of study (Kearsley, 1983 -

See CBT).

Digital audio. A standard (analog) audio signal whose voltage has been sampled
at a constant predetermined rate and the resulting sampling data quantified onto a fIxed
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Chapter 2
Review of the Literature

The integration of high fidelity auditory displays seems a natural step in the
evolution of computer interfaces (Buxton, 1989; Cohen, 1993; Gaver, 1989).

Aural

traditions define and characterize the vast majority of our civilizations in both learning and
the arts (Gordon, 1969). The bulk of our intimate interpersonal communications as a
species remain oral and aural (Gordon, 1969). Our traditional instructional techniques are
aural. Teachers speak, ask questions, and provide examples; learners listen, answer, and
assimilate (Gordon, 1969; Sales & Johnston, 1993). That the desire to incorporate tried
and proven aural methodologies into computer-based instructional materials would .be
strong on the part of both teacher and learner should be obvious (Hativa & Reingold,
1987; Moldstad, 1974; Pinheiro & Oblinger, 1993; Pryor, 1992; Sales & Johnston, 1993).
Yet even so, research on the most effective ways to use auditory displays is sparse
(Schramm, 1973). Some 17 years ago it was claimed that "less is known about techniques
for designing audio recordings to enhance learning than for any other media" (Wilkinson,
1980, p. 16). Today little has changed (Barron & Kysilka, 1993):
There is little empirical research to indicate that educational gains
can be achieved by simply incorporating speech in computer software.
Decades of empirical research on the use of sound, music and speech in
instruction provide only a limited guidance on how these features might be
used in computer-based instruction. This guidance falls well short of
identifying when speech is an appropriate component of CBI, the role it
should perform, or the interface and operational support that a pro gram
should provide to ensure optimal learning (Sales & Johnston, 1993, p. 2).
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So why are lCW designers and developers so quick to include audio in their
products when so little is known about it? Perhaps it is just because it seems so natural.
Sales and Johnston (1993) liken the use of audio to the use of color. In most cases,
neither is required to teach effectively, but both have become expected in software
products.

Without these features, questions of effectiveness, quality, and educational

value are raised where normally they would not be encountered.
evidence from research we may be left without a choice.

Regardless of the

Audio tracks have become

popular, are what the consumer wants, and as such, are probably here to stay.
Since it would appear that the use of auditory displays would likely proliferate into
the future, it would make sense to use them in the most effective ways possible (Sales &
Johnston, 1993). In light ofthis, the remainder of this chapter will take its form from the
concerns of the lCW developer. After a look at the general state ofthe available research,
this chapter will address the functional questions of (a) when is audio indicated? (b) when
is audio acceptable? (c) when is audio contraindicated? and (d) what are the functioi'Ial
applications of audio?
Few Studies, Mixed Results

As has been pointed out, there are very few studies examining the effectiveness of
audio as a computer-based instructional tool (Barron & Kysilka, 1993; Sales & Johnston,
1993; Wilkinson, 1980). Although more studies exist which examine other aural media,
such as the audio-tutorial, they also are not numerous, and their results are confusing
(Allen, 1974; Greenhill, 1967; Schramm, 1973; Wilkinson, 1980). Some fmd audio a
more effective tool than traditional classrooms or lectures (Hofstetter, 1975; Vaughn,
1978). Others fmd no significant difference between them (Hudson & Holland, 1992).
Some find most of these studies flawed and suspect (Becker, 1992; Schramm, 1973;
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Yildiz and Atkins, 1992). Others fmd these concerns generally unfounded (Kulik:, Kulik: &
Bangert-Drowns, as cited in Haile, 1990). Several issues present themselves as possible
reasons for this disagreement.
Recall vs. Problem Solving

One observation that may shed some light on why these comparative study results
have been so mixed has to do with the criteria used for evaluation. Yildiz and Atkins
(1992) cite a number of comparative studies that have examined the effectiveness meaning differences in treatment results between recipients -

of various combinations of

media. These studies have focused on whether learning has taken place as opposed to
what kind of learning has taken place (Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Yildiz & Atkins, 1992).

What has not been done is to consider how a particular medium influences a particular
kind of educational task such as problem solving, discrimination, and so forth. As a result,
the comparative studies examined by Yildiz and Atkins (1992) have not been sensitive
enough to determine the effectiveness of their media with various kinds of learning
(Becker, 1992; Yildiz & Atkins, 1992).

Consider Mayer and Anderson's (1992)

comparative study on the effectiveness of various configurations of narration and
animation. They observed significantly different results with the same subjects after the
same treatment when separately measuring problem-solving transfer and retention.
Aural Topics

There is another issue, one which is not specifically mentioned in the literature, but
for which the literature provides some evidence. It would appear when the topic of
instruction (a) is itself of an aural nature, (b) relies heavily on aural cues and indicators, or
(c) when its testing component is aural, aural methods produce better results. In most
other cases, aural methods produce "no significant differences."
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Only four studies could be identified which directly compared some version of

lew with audio

and some version without audio. Of these, none could be judged as

containing aural content.

One (Weiner, 1991) relied heavily upon aural cues and

indicators, and none used on-line evaluations. Two studies showed audio versions to be
significantly better than the non-audio version of the same treatment. Table 3 summarizes
the [mdings for each study.
Mayer and Anderson (1992) showed their audio treatment verSIOn to be
significantly better than their non-audio version, but only when (a) used concurrently with
animation and (b) only when testing was designed to pick up problem-solving transfer. In
all other respects and configurations, the addition of audio made no significant difference.
Wiener (1991) added audio track narration to existing lew to teach reading (sight
word recognition) to mildly retarded junior high school students. Although the task itself
was not aural, by necessity it did rely heavily on aural cues, indicators, and narration. ~ If
the student can't read, how else is the content to be conveyed? In this case, without audio,
reading ability would have been at once the content and a pre-requisite for using the

lew -

a perfectly impossible predicament. Thus, in the absence of reading skills, aural

methods are not only superior, but required (Kroll, 1974; Sales & Johnston, 1993).
Barron and Kysilka (1993) found no difference in retention when audio was added
to an existing piece of instruction. They also found that it took their college education
students longer to complete the lew after audio had been added.
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Table 3

Results of Comparative Studies on the Effectiveness of Interactive Courseware (ICW)
With vs. Without Audio by Aural Content
Finding

Aural Content

Non-Aural Content

Outcome scores
ICW with audio better

Wiener, 1991

Mayer & Anderson, 1992
(problem-solving portion)

No significant difference

none

Barron & Kysilka, 1993
Mayer & Anderson, 1992
(retention portion)
Co

ICW with audio worse

none

Calvert, Watson, Brinkley
& Bordeaux, 1989

Elapsed time
ICW with audio faster

none

none

No significant difference

none

none

ICW with audio slower

none

Barron & Kysilka, 1993
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Calvert, et. al. (1989) studied pre-school children's recall of and preference for
characters (sprites) in a rnicroworld based on the addition of animation and/or sound.
They found the addition of aural cues detracted from the children's recall. In each of these
cases, the content being conveyed to the subjects was decidedly non-aural. Although the
study used aural cues, they were not related to the content, instead, they were designed to
draw attention. For example, the dog sprite beeped rather than barked. In addition, a
computer was used during the evaluation, but just to reward subjects by showing them
their animated selections after subjects had chosen them from a printed page.
Of these four studies (Barron & Kysilka, 1993; Calvert, et aI., 1989; Mayer &
Anderson, 1992; Wiener, 1971), none considered the effects of audio on instructional
content which was itself distinctly aural in nature. It was necessary to examine a broader
selection of research in order to fmd examples of this kind of comparison.
o

When studies examining the use of ICW with audio vs. any other non-computerbased method of instruction were reviewed with an eye towards whether their
instructional content or evaluations were aural, a pattern began to emerge. With one
exception (Swets, et. aI., 1962), studies where the content of the instructional treatment
was aural showed positive significant differences (Hofstetter, 1975; Vaughn, 1978).
Studies where the content was not aural showed no such difference (Cooper, 1976;
Hudson & Holland, 1992; Schramm, 1973). The lone study in which ICW with audio was
found less effective than the media to which it was being compared was conducted by
Saga (1992). His topic was non-aural, and, of questionable relevance to this study. Table
4 categorizes these studies by content and findings.
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Table 4

Results of Comparative Studies on the Effectiveness of Interactive Courseware (ICW)
with Audio vs. All Non-Computer Instructional Methods by Aural Content

Fmdmg

Aural Content

N on-Aural Content

Outcome scores
ICW with audio better

Hofstetter, 1975 a

none

Vaughn, 1978

No significant difference

Swets, et. aI., 1962b

Cooper, 1976
Hudson & Holland, 1992
tG

ICW with audio worse

none

Saga, 1992 c

Elapsed time
ICW with audio faster

none

none

No significant difference

none

none

ICW with audio slower

none

none

aCompared ICW with audio to audio tape exercises (both aural methods). hyreatment
used as test, not mstruction or practice. 'Utilized ICW as lecture aid only, subjects were
not on-llle.
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Saga (1992) chose to repurpose a film on Japanese literature, creating a
multimedia presentation featuring several clips from the original fIlm along with text-based
reformulations of the remaining material. He then compared the new multimedia product
to the original fIlm. For subjects he used college education students and media center
(library) professionals. Of greatest interest is what he compared. Subjects were not given
the multimedia treatment directly as courseware. They were never on-line. Instead they
attended a lecture where the multimedia product was used and operated by the lecturer as
a presentation tool. The control group saw the original fIlm in its entirety -

no lecture.

Therefore, it is questionable whether this experiment examined the medium of lew at all.
Instead it seemed to focus on electronic lecture aids and presentation tools.
The other exception to the pattern was produced by Swets, et. al. (1962). His
group of US Navy-sponsored researchers tried to develop a computer-driven drill and
practice regimen for identifying complex qualities of sound, such as might be heard Ycia
sonar or hydraphone equipment. The target sounds were to be identifIed by the qualities
of frequency, amplitude, repetition time, length, and duty-cycle. Any instruction that was
given was provided verbally by the experimenters during the orientation of the subjects,
not on-line. The subjects, college student volunteers, sat at teletype terminals based computer-controlled typewriters, no monitor screens -

paper-

and sounds were generated

by the computer via attached digital to analog converters which were in tum attached to
headphones such as might be worn by sonar operators. After listening to a sound, subjects
were to indicate one of up to five values for each quality of a particular sound by typing in
an encoded five digit number, one digit for frequency, one for amplitude, and so on for the
five qualities. Treatments varied the presentation and response formats somewhat, but the
overall content remained constant. Subjects were not exposed to more than four hours of
treatment, and all treatments were accomplished in one sitting without breaks.
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Application of the results from Swets et al. (1962) to the current investigation
seemed to be confounded by several issues. Subjects were given very little instruction or
prior practice, were asked to perform extremely complex aural discrimination tasks, deal
with crude interface equipment and cryptic response schemes, and master it all within a
limited time span. Control group subjects faced the same discrimination tasks, but had an
instructor to control and guide them through the effort, and were able to respond verbally
as opposed to figure out how to properly encode their answers on a teletype terminal.
Lastly, the on-line exercises were not instruction. Rather, they were a combined drill and
practice and testing environment. Scores were tallied from the subjects' drill and practice
responses, not from a separate testing session. In effect, the entire exercise was a test, no
practice involved. Control groups were tested separately from practice sessions -

and

therefore were allowed practice, while treatment groups were denied it. Although the
content was aural and the delivery computer-based, these concerns combined to introduce
some skepticism where application to the current study was concerned.
Broadening the literature search even more allowed the consideration of studies
examining non-ICW methods such as audio-tutorial materials. Table 5 shows the studies
whose topics or tests were aural-based, compared with those that were not.

At first

glance, the pattern of aural methods being more effective with aural content seems to
break down somewhat (Antioch College, 1960; Meleca, 1968).

However on closer

inspection, the results of these studies are largely consistent with those featuring ICW
(Collett & Curry, 1971; Hobbs, 1987; Kroll, 1974; Lorge, 1964; Main, 1974; Stuck &
Manatt, 1970; Tope, 1969).
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Table 5

Results of Comparative Studies on the Effectiveness of Non-Computer Aural Methods vs.
Classroom, Lecture, or Print Instructional Methods by Aural Content

Finding

Aural Content

Non-Aural Content

Outcome Scores
Audio better

Stuck & Manatt, 1970

Meleca, 1968

Lorge, 1964

No significant difference

Antioch College, 1960

Collett & Curry, 1971
Hobbs, 1987
Kroll, 1974
Main, 1974
Tope, 1969

Audio worse

none

none

Elapsed Time
Audio faster

Lorge, 1964

none

Stuck & Manatt, 1970

No significant difference

none

Tope, 1969

Audio slower

none

none

("
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Stuck and Manatt (1970) compared audio-tutorial with traditional lecture
methods. The subjects were college education seniors; the content was Iowa school
law -not an aural subject. However, the audio-tutorial presentation was augmented by
presenting the material as simulation.

Each subject was given the role of a school

principal in a fictitious town with several problems to solve. The tapes were simulated
recordings of people in the school environment such as teachers, parents, students, etc.
interacting with the principal.

Each subject also received an "in basket" from the

principal's desk with various things that would complicate or help solve the problems.
Resource materials were made available in the lab for subjects to research their answers.
Although the content of the instruction was not in and of itself aural, the simulation
treatment relied heavily on the use of aural cues and indicators in the presentation of each
study problem and several of the instructional "clues."

Subjects were expected to

recognize and solve problems with the aid of and in the face oftone-ofvoice and inflection
indicators as they occurred in the conversations on the tape. The paper and pencil te;t
assessed content problem-solving skills, where the audio-tutorial group performed both
better and faster (p < .01).
In a wide-ranging study of audio-tutorial French language instruction methods

used in the New York City public schools, Lorge (1964) showed significant increases in
the decidedly aural skills of sight reading and listening comprehension with the audiotutorialllaboratory method over a standard classroom approach. She also demonstrated
that increases could be achieved with less time, but that the more time students spent in
the lab, the greater the educational gain.
produced no significant differences:

This contrasted with several studies which

Collett and Curry (1971), Hobbs (1987), Kroll

(1974), Main (1974), Tope (1969). In each of these cases the content was non-aural
and/or assessment conducted primarily via paper and pencil tests.
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On the surface, the Antioch College (1960) language study seemed to provide an
exception to the premise of superiority of aural methods when used with aural topics. It
reported no significant difference between audio-tutorial methods with an aural topic language materials in a laboratory setting -

and traditional methods.

Although not

statistically significant, a closer examination revealed that audio-tutorial treatment groups
out-performed the classroom/lecture/no lab control groups in six of eight measures.
Although no one measuring instrument indicated significant differences, the dominance of
the experimental groups in all measures cannot be ignored.

When data were segregated

by year (it was a two-year study), the results showed that the first year experimental group
significantly (p < .05) out performed the control in at least one measure. This measure
was aural -

the evaluation of tape recordings of students reading out loud. It was also

telling to note that this was the only one of the measuring instruments which utilized aural
methods or measured aural skills, the remainder were paper-and-pencil-based tests.
~

The other apparent exception was a 1969 study conducted by Meleca.

He

compared a newly designed, auto-instructional general biology course with the original
lecture-based version. The experimental treatment was predominantly audio-tutorial, but
utilized several varieties of alternative instructional media as well. He found the autoinstructional course significantly (p < .05) more effective than its lecture-based control.
The content was not essentially aural, and tests were delivered as traditional paper-andpencil exams. Although he did not report comparisons between completion times, he did
find that "students who lacked the strong background variables compared to their high
ability peers were able to offset this apparent handicap by spending more time in the study
carrels to reach the same level of achievement" (p. 125) and "that time spent in the autoinstructional laboratory was indicative of final achievement" (p. 125). This point was
significant as subjects in the experimental group were allowed -

encouraged? -

to use
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the auto-instructional lab "for as long and as often as [they] needed" (p. 69). The lab
featured tapes, readings, diagrams, guided laboratory exercises, self-quizzes and "the
researcher or graduate teaching assistants ... to answer questions" (p. 68). All of this
allowed Meleca to conclude that this format would "give the individual students much
more personal attention than [was] possible in a conventional biology course" (p. 133).
Those assigned to the lecture method control were limited to their normal instructors,
class, and laboratory periods and were denied the use of auto-instructional lab resources.
Without a clear comparison of student completion times, no firm conclusion can be drawn
in terms of application of this study. However, the evidence that is available suggests that
the auto-instructional method surpassed traditional methods largely by allowing those
subjects more time and access as well as more varied experiences while at the same time
limiting it for others.
Elapsed Time

The concept of "effectiveness" in comparative studies has generally been assessed
by examining increases in test scores (Von Feldt, 1971). As seen in Tables 3 through 5
this criteria was common to almost all the observed comparative studies. A lesser used
but equally valuable metric is "elapsed time" (Von Feldt, 1971). When outcome tests
show equivalency (no significant difference), then the time required by each method
becomes an important factor. A treatment that produces equivalent results in less time
ought to be found more effective.

One that takes longer, should be considered less

effective. One that takes roughly the same amount of time should be found as effective
(Von Feldt, 1971). But as simple as this seems, most of the studies examined so far have
ignored this as an indicator of effectiveness. For example, in the comparative studies just
examined where completion times were compared, audio methods were shown to have
taken less time than standard classroom and lecture formats. Given equivalent or better
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outcomes, this should have been considered evidence of greater effectiveness (Schramm,
1973; Stuck & Manatt, 1970; Von Feldt, 1971).

lew With VS.

Without Audio

In the specialized case that has been the subject of this study, only one account of

prior research was found.
instructional text to

leW,

In an examination of the effectiveness of adding narrated

Barron and Kysilka (1993) compared three equivalent

lew

treatments. The three treatments differed only in the modality by which they presented
instructional text. The first presented instructional text as on-screen written text. The
second doubled exactly the on-screen text with a narrated audio track. The third retained
the audio track used in the second treatment, but reworked the on-screen text into "bullet"
or highlight statements. The subjects were college educational technology students, and
the topic was an introduction to the non-audio

lew environment they would be using for

the rest of the semester. No significant difference was found in an evaluation of pretest/post-test gains. A second and more revealing finding in Barron and Kysilka was that
the addition of audio to an otherwise perfectly complete non-audio

lew

course

lengthened the time it took for students to complete it. The non-audio version fInished
first; the audio and full text version fInished last, with the difference significant at p < .05.
The intermediate "bulleted" version fmished in between, not significantly different from
either of the other two treatments.
These results (Barron & Kysilka, 1993), while not promising, should not have been
terribly surprising. First, the topics were decidedly non-aural: how to use a computer
keyboard or mouse, identifIcation of on-screen cues, and how to interact with the screen,
etc. Second, the tests (pre- and posttests) were paper-based and involved no aural skills.
Third, some of the skills taught in the treatment were likely familiar to some subjects and
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fairly elementary for the rest (keyboarding and mouse skills, for example). One wonders
whether familiarity and simplicity would allow subjects to quickly scan the instructional
content of a visual-only frame (text and graphics) and continue quickly to the next frame.
Sarenpa (1971) points out that the average adult reading speed is three of four times faster
than the average narration speed. Consider the pacing effects of having to wait for a
narrator to finish reading the on-screen text of familiar and/or simple material. It could
slow progress throughout the lesson.

Given that the difference found significant

represented only 3.5 minutes (16.7 vs. 19.3 minutes, p

=

.045), this possibility cannot be

ruled out.
Also missing from the Barron and Kysilka (1993) study was a comparison of the
effects of an audio-only treatment. If the combination of both instructional text and audio
produced an interference effect, slowing learning, as has been suggested (Calvert, et. aI. ,
1989; Severin, 1967), might the elimination of the on-screen text be just as effective as
elimination of the audio? Put a different way, if the text and audio version was slowest,
the bullet and audio version somewhat faster, might an audio-only version be faster yet,
show statistical significance, and thus compete favorably with the text-only version?
Although meaningful questions have been answered by this research, it is clear that
room remains for clarification. In any case, Steinhaus' (1981) admonition of care fits well
here: "The results of any study in learning [are] highly dependent upon the quality of the
instruction.

If the instructional software is not well designed, results will be much

different than studies with well-designed instructional software" (p. 43).

Use of Related Findings
Before a summation of research [mdings can be presented in the form of guidelines
for developers, a caveat of sorts must be issued.

There remains little direct research
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specifically focused on the use of audio in computer-based educational environments
(Barron & Kysilka, 1993; Sales & Johnston, 1993; Schramm, 1973; Wilkinson, 1980).
Tables 3 and 4 testify to that (Barron & Kysilka, 1993; Calvert, et. aI., 1989; Cooper,
1976; Hofstetter, 1975; Hudson & Holland, 1992; Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Saga, 1992;
Swets, et. aI., 1962; Vaughn, 1978; Wiener, 1971). However, the use of audio in other,
related technologies has been studied. Even though the volume of research is not large,
many of the findings are informative and transferable to the current application (Antioch
College, 1960; Collett & Curry, 1971; Hobbs, 1987; Kroll, 1974; Lorge, 1964; Main,
1974; Me1eca, 1968; Stuck & Manatt, 1970; Tope, 1969). Consider Gordon's (1969)
lament over -

and explanation for -

the many fmdings of "no significant difference" in

the various comparative studies involving technology-based educational applications:
"Most research in this area has been designed merely to measure the
influence of technology (not mediums) upon academic grades, rather than
determine the real difference between the mediums themselves. That these
experiments have shown that the same kind of teaching [emphasis original]
operates more or less the same way with and without technological aids ...
might have been anticipated before experimentation began." (p.118)
When Is Audio Indicated?

1. Audio should be used whenever the learning content itself is aural. This applies
to aural topics and to topics for which cues and indicators are aural (Lorge, 1964; Severin,
1967; Steinhaus, 1981; Wilkinson, 1980).
2. Audio should be used when the evaluation tool is aural. This would include any
tests, exams, or interviews given to students where hearing and responding are part of the
evaluation (Aleman-Centeno, 1982; Severin, 1967; Wilkinson, 1980).
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A number of findings have been reported which support these conclusions
(Severin, 1967; Wilkinson, 1980). Lorge (1964) observed superiority of audio treatments
in an experiment involving 17 schools in New York and their ninth, tenth, and eleventh
grade French students. Steinhaus (1981) cites significant successes in on-line ear training
for college music students -

both decidedly aural topics. Stuck and Manatt (1970) and

Weiner, 1991) used aural cues and indicators with non-aural subject matter to produce
significant results.
A strong indication of when auditory displays are most effective was provided by
Aleman-Centeno (1982). She compared equivalent treatments presented via (a) computer
with both auditory and visual display channels, (b) computer with just an auditory display
channel, and (c) an audio-tutorial program. The key here is that the subject matter was
listening comprehension in Spanish, and all tests were of an aural nature. Her finding of
no significant difference between any of the treatments strongly suggests, especially in the
'"

face of the studies just mentioned, that auditory displays, even by themselves, are effective
when the targeted learning and its evaluation are themselves aural.
3. Audio is indicated when the target popUlation is one that includes those of low
reading abilities.

This would include young children and some special education

populations (Kroll, 1974; Sales & Johnston, 1993).
Sales and Johnston (1993) reported on research with learning disabled students
where lCW with audio returned "significant achievement effects" (p. 4). Kroll (1974)
cited similar findings and these conclusions:
1. Listening is the superior method oflearning in grades 3-6.
2. Listening is the superior method of learning for [students] of
lower ability (defmed as mental age below 13.5 or lQ below 110).
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3. There is little or no difference between listening and reading as
methods oflearning in grades above the sixth grade. (p.250)
4. Use of audio is recommended when close attention to content is required. This
would include motion/action, complex equipment, and intricate drawings, tables, or
renderings (Mayer & Anderson, 1992).
One example of a learning that reqUITes close attention is a process where
something is visibly changing. It is easy to imagine the difficulty of having to both read
narrative text and observe the internal operation of a complex piece of machinery, say a
reciprocating engine, simultaneously (Mayer & Anderson, 1992).
Mayer and Anderson (1992) describe an experiment where several combinations of
motion graphics (animation) were combined with an audio track in various ways to teach
the same material. They chose the internal operations of a bicycle pump and repeated the
process with the internal workings of an automobile hydraulic braking system.

Ea~ch

treatment group received a different combination of the same animation sequence and/or
audio track -

sequentially, animation then audio, audio then animation, audio and

animation interspersed, just audio, just animation, or a concurrent presentation -

like a

movie. No on-screen text was used in any of the treatments. A written test was given to
the subjects specifically assessing recall of and problem solving with the targeted learning.
For recall, no significant difference was found between the treatments.

However, the

problem-solving score for the concurrent group was significantly better than for the
others, which were not significantly different from each other or the control group which
received no instruction.

They concluded "that one important characteristic of an

instructive animation is temporal contiguity between animation and narration" (p.450).
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5. Audio should be used when personalizing the instruction is desirable (Nass &
Steuer, 1993; Sales & Johnston, 1993).
Another way in which audio tracks play an important role in leW is to provide the
instruction with a personality. Nass and Steuer (1993) showed that the addition of a
recorded voice to computer-based instructional materials caused users to perceive the
instruction as if delivered by another person, not a machine. Further, they found that the
perception followed the voice providing the narration and was not tied to any particular
computer station.

Users observed more social rules in the presence of the narrated

courseware, including closer attention to evaluation information and praise but a more
cautious acceptance of critique. In related research, Sales and Johnston (1993) showed
that an on-screen face was not required to maintain this kind of association.
6. For best results when using audio, minimize the use of narrative text. In other
words, don't "double" the narration with on-screen text. Do not include any

on-scr~n

text that repeats or re-words portions of the voiced narration (Barron & Kysilka, 1993;
Severin 1967; Wilkinson, 1980).
It has been suggested that information arriving via more than one sensory channel,

both eyes and ears for example, can interact. This can cause confusion or at least require
more time to assimilate the information (Severin 1967; Wilkinson, 1980). The Barron and
Kysilka (1993) experiment bore this out. They compared courseware with (a) text and the
same text narrated, (b) narration from 'a' and "bullet" summary statements, and (c) text
from 'a' and no narration whatsoever. They found no significant difference in outcome
scores, but the text plus narration group was significantly slower than the text-only group.
The bullet text group fInished in the middle, neither significantly faster nor slower than the
other two groups. An earlier study conducted by Severin (1967) presented lists of nature
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subjects to junior high school students to measure recall as effected by how the list was
presented. The methods were (a) vocal narration only, from audio tape, (b) text only,
from 2x2 inch projected slides, (c) audio and word slides combined, (d) narration with
related picture slides, (e) narration with close, but unrelated picture slides, and (f)
narration with highly unrelated picture slides. Narration with related pictures fmished fIrst,
both narration with text and text alone fInished second, both narration only and narration
with highly unrelated pictures fInished third, and narration with close, but unrelated
pictures fInished last.

The differences between the four fmishing positions were each

signifIcant (p < .05).
When Is Audio Acceptable?

1. Audio may be used acceptably with ICW whenever it will not detract from
learning. Obviously, if it interferes it should not be used. However, if it does not detract,
and there are no external constraints or considerations, there is no reason not to useo it
(Aleman-Centeno, 1982; Lorge, 1964; Moore, 1981; Severin, 1967; Steinhaus, 1981;
Wilkinson, 1980).
As mentioned, audio-based learning has not shown itself to be consistently better
than traditional teaching methods, and this across a wide range of grade levels. Some use
this observation to conclude that audio-centered methods are inferior to traditional
instructional methods. They err for two reasons. First, the proper conclusion to be drawn
from this evidence is that aural methods are just as good as traditional methods. Second,
they forget that the traditional methods of classroom instruction and lecture are, after all,
aural also (Moore, 1981).
Certainly, there are valid and practical external reasons not to use audio. For
example, it is quite possible that the delivery stations will not support it and that upgrade
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expenses may be unreasonable, especially if the equipment

IS

sufficiently old or

incompatible (Moore, 1981). However, in an equally practical way, we may not have a
choice about using audio. The public expects it and has even come to render quality
judgments based upon its mere presence or absence. With market forces like these tipping
the balance, public appeal cannot be ignored as a valid reason for using audio. So, from
this position, any use of audio that does not detract from learning may be considered
appropriate for inclusion (Sales & Johnston, 1993).
2.

If time is not an issue, audio may be used to support on-screen text or

supplement other instructional content. This need not be limited to instructional narration
(Barron & Kysilka, 1993; Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Severin, 1967).
Barron and Kysilka (1993) showed that although slower, there was no difference
in outcome scores when the main instructional text was doubled with voiced narration.
The same result was obtained when a "bulleted text" version of the same treatment with
full narration was used.

Others have made similar observations (Mayer & Anderson,

1992).
Multi-channel communications which combine words in two
channels (words aurally and visually in print) will not result in significantly
greater gain than single-channel communications since the added channel
does not provide additional cues (Severin, 1967, pp. 386-387).
Note also the inference: neither does it detract. So in cases where completion time is not a
concern, the use of audio to support or double on-screen text would be acceptable.
3. Audio works well in conjunction with animation and motion sequences. This is
true even if the audio is not heard concurrently with the motion segment, as long as the
goal is recall or discrimination learning (Mayer & Anderson, 1992).
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The reader will recall Mayer and Anderson's (1992) fmdings that any pairing of
audio and animation produced significant gains in recall and discrimination performance
over the control group which received no instruction.
4. Audio may be used to provide students with feedback or reinforcement (Nass
& Steuer 1993; Sales & Johnston, 1993).

All of the evidence indicates that the rules for use of audio as feedback parallel
those of using audio for instruction. That is, there is no difference in outcomes whether
feedback is delivered via auditory or visual channels or both (Nass & Steuer 1993; Sales &
Johnston, 1993).
5. Audio may be linked to an on-screen "talking head" if desired (Nass & Steuer,
1993; Sales & Johnston, 1993).
Although not required, the presence of a talking head or caricature does :Qot
detract from the acceptance of feedback nor cause students to discount reinforcement. In
fact there is evidence that younger students may find it more enjoyable (Sales & Johnston,
1993).
6.

Audio navigational aids may be included in the audio tracks of computer

programs (Blattner, Sumikawa, & Greenberg, 1989; Buxton, 1989; Calvert, et at, 1989;
Edwards, 1989a, 1989b; Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993).
Buxton (1989) reports that turning off the sound effects in video games lowers
scores (outcomes).
navigational aids.

These sound effects primarily demonstrate the properties

0f

They inform the subject of cursor location and interaction status.

Although admittedly not objective, Gaver (1986, 1989, 1993) reports wide success and
acceptance of the use of sound effects as navigational aids in GUI operating systems, and
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more particularly, noticeable adverse reactions to the withdrawal of the sonic navigational
aids.

Another study, this time with pre-schoolers, found sounds effective in calling

attention to particular screen targets in a microworld setting.

Eventually, targets so

identified were remembered with higher frequency (Calvert, et at, 1989).
7. Audio tracks may be compressed or speeded up without loss of effectiveness
(Sarenpa, 1971).
One ofthe concerns that has been raised about using auditory displays with ICW is
the addition of an audio track can slow the learning process without increasing outcome
test scores (Barron & Kysilka, 1993).

One possible reason is that most students,

especially older ones, can read and comprehend about three-to-four times faster than
teachers, or in this case narrators, normally speak (Sarenpa, 1971). In 1971, Sarenpa
wondered whether the same was true for listening. Was it possible to save time in audiotutorial settings by speeding up the narration without impacting outcome scores? I-Ie
found that faster narration, in this case digitally compressed to 60% of its original length,
produced equivalent outcomes -

no significant difference.

However, the experiment

allowed students to proceed at their own pace by rewinding, fast forwarding, and
replaying at will. As a result, even though the compressed treatment group finished in
12% less time, the differences were not statistically significant.
The finding that was statistically significant (p < .01) was the relationship between
length of time each student spent listening and outcome scores. Clearly, the more time
students spent studying produced proportionately greater learning outcomes (Sarenpa,
1971). Similar observations have been made by others (Meleca, 1968; Postlethwait, et at,
1969).
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Another aspect of time compressIOn deals with non-verbal auditory display
elements. In a study of courseware designed to teach music interval recognition and
discrimination, two pitches were selected at random and played simultaneously on a
MIDI-controlled organ. The subjects, college music students, would identify the musical
interval to the computer, then the process would start over again. The variable being
examined was the length of time the pitches would be sounded for the subjects. One
group heard the pitches for 0.1 second, the other for twice as long, 0.2 second. The
finding of no significant difference suggests that not just narration may be successfully
time compressed (Killam, Lorton & Schubert, 1975).
What can the designer learn from this? Basically, that a balance should be struck
when pacing auditory displays. Compressing aural information is permissible, as it makes
little difference to base learning gains, but it also makes little difference in completion
times. If students are to achieve the highest gains, they should be encouraged to spend
'"

more time on task (Killam, Lorton & Schubert, 1975; Meleca, 1968; Postlethwait, et aI. ,
1969; Sarenpa, 1971).
8. The addition of audio to an ICW program can make it more desirable and
captivating. People like auditory displays in their ICW and other products (Barron &
Kysilka, 1992; Chadwick, 1992; Moldstad, 1974; Sales & Johnston, 1993; Wilkinson,
1980).
"Audiotutorial instructional programs are usually preferred by students when
compared with traditional instruction" (Moldstad, 1974, p. 390; see also Wilkinson,
1980). "Positive attitudes were expressed toward the design of the ICW program, the
ease of delivery, and the use of audio" (Barron & Kysilka, 1992, p. 288). Chadwick
(1992) showed that removing audio from a museum kiosk exhibit where the on-screen
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text was fully capable of carrying the instructional and interactive burden led to people
walking away at significantly higher rates without completing the presentation. People
like audio.

When Is Audio Contraindicated?
1. Using auditory displays is contraindicated when the auditory and visual displays
present conflicting or unrelated information and when the audio is not related to or
supportive of the targeted learning. These conditions cause interference (Calvert, et. at,
1989; Chiang as cited in Sales & Johnston, 1993; Schramm, 1971; Severin, 1967).
Multi-channel communications which contain unrelated cues in two
channels will cause interference between channels and result in less
information gain than if one channel were presented alone (Severin, 1967,
p.387).
The addition of audio designed to reward or motivate in a study of special needs
children was found to increase the time required to achieve the same scores. The audio
became a distraction (Chiang as cited in Sales & Johnston, 1993).
In another study (Calvert, et. at, 1989) mentioned earlier with pre-school children,

it was shown that non-linguistic audio that was not related to the targeted learning could
binder recall. The authors suggested the non-related aural cues may interfere with the
targeted learning.

These same conditions were observed in audio-tutorial, film, and

television comparative studies (Schramm, 1971).
2.

Audio should not be combined with the other display elements of the

instruction when it would present too much material too fast . Such conditions overload
the senses. (Schramm, 1971; Wilkinson, 1980).
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When information comes too fast, students must choose which display channel to
ignore (Wilkinson, 1980).

Information from more than one display channel can also

interact. When several streams of information arrive at once, they can degrade, bias, or
accentuate each other, slowing and complicating the learning process (Schramm, 1971;
Wilkinson, 1980).
3. An auditory display should not be used as the primary source of instructional
narrative when student evaluations are to be conducted in another on-line mode (Severin,
1967).
For example, if a test is to be given in an lew environment without audio, for best
results, instruction should be given the same way.

Stimulus generalization theory

(Severin, 1967) predicts lower outcomes for presentations of instructional material
delivered via a different stimulus channel than the evaluation and only somewhat better
results from mixed stimulus channels where one is the channel used for evaluation.

B~st

results were derived from presentations in the same stimulus channel used for evaluation.
Changes in delivery mode can interfere with learning activities. Therefore, all testing for
gain from an instructional treatment should be conducted in the channels of presentation.

Functional Applications of Audio
The conditions under which auditory displays may best be used or avoided have
been examined. What have not yet been addressed are the particulars of how audio can
best be used. What functions can it assume? Where does it share functionality with other
display channels? Where does it stand alone? Why is that important to this investigation?
The last question will be addressed first.
Motivated students learn from any medium if it is competently used
and adapted to their needs. Within its physical limits, any medium can

r
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perform any educational task. Whether a student learns more from one
medium than from another is at least as likely to depend on how the medium
is used as on what [emphasis original] medium is used (Schramm, 1973, p.
iv).
What functions can audio assume? What functions has it assumed? Audio has
been used both to convey educational content and support the presentation process
(Barron & Kysilka, 1992; Chadwick, 1992; Moldstad, 1974; Sales & Johnston, 1993;
Wilkinson, 1980). When playing a supporting role, audio has provided the navigational
niceties of transitions, labels, and other indicators (Buxton, 1989; Blattner, Sumikawa, &
Greenberg, 1989; Edwards, 1989a, 1989b; Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993). While carrying a
more direct instructional burden, it has taken the form of vocal narration instruction, command, interrogation, and feedback functions -

including

and aural examples of

targeted content, cues, and indicators (Edwards, 1989a, 1989b; Lauret & Wood, 1988;
Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Sales & Johnston, 1993). It has also been used to repeat or
'"
reinforce various visual functions (including on-screen instructions, commands, labels, and

so forth; Blattner et aI., 1989; Cohen, 1993; Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993; Hativa & Reingold,
1987; Lauret & Wood, 1988).
In all of this, audio has been manipulated as a single-dimensional feature that was

either present in its entirety or absent (Buxton, 1989; Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993; Lauret &
Wood, 1988). Only four studies could be identified where two or more experimental
treatments addressed the issue of audio usage in an ICW environment.

Barron and

Kysilka (1993) compared three treatments: (a) identical, concurrent spoken and on-screen
instructional text; (b) the same spoken instructional text with on-screen "bullet
statements;" and (c) full text (from 'a' above) with no audio track present. Mayer and
Anderson (1992) looked at the relationship of when the aural narration was played in
conjunction with an animation. Although they included control treatments of narration
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alone and animation alone, they did not include on-screen text in any of their treatments.
Aleman-Centeno (1982) compared three treatments, all with matching audio tracks. The
variables she manipulated were more hardware oriented: (a) lCW with identical spoken
and on-screen instruction, (b) auditory lCW only (no visual display), and (c) an audiotutorial version of the same aural instruction.

Calvert, et al. (1989) examined

preschooler's preferences for and memory of computer graphics (sprites) when they were
either animated, presented with sound effects, neither, or both. All treated audio as a
single dimensional binary element, either there or not. The same was found to be true of
other media studies (Schramm, 1973). Little has been done to determine which media or
delivery channels are best at delivering which kinds of communications serving which
educational functions, under what conditions (Schramm, 1973).
It has been suggested that an auditory display is not a simple single-stream,

dedicated, single-content kind of presentation. It provides a full range of instructional
c

functionality and can deliver multiple and varied communications simultaneously
(Kantowitz & Sorkin, 1983; Lauret & Wood, 1988). Any content that may be delivered
as part of a visual display may be delivered as part of an auditory display (Kantowitz &
Sorkin, 1983).

The displays indeed parallel each other functionally.

Obviously each

display is better suited to particular modes of presentation. Sounds work better as part of
an auditory display.

Pictures and diagrams work better as part of a visual display.

However, each is fully functional and can stand alone if necessary (Aleman-Centeno,
1982; Kantowitz & Sorkin, 1983; Lauret & Wood, 1988).
The same is true of instruction. It is thought to be composed of the various
communications with each taking on one of the many educational functions which
comprise a complete segment of instruction (Gordon, 1969; Lauret & Wood, 1988; See
Table 1).
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With this

established,

it

may be

pomted

out

that

not

all

of the

communications/functions conveyed by the display systems are of equal importance and
impact to the end product. Consider the case of the lowly navigational aid. A common
implementation is a small phrase of text, usually m a comer or along a border of the visual
display which reads: "Page 3 of 8". If that specific communication/function is missmg, but
the mstructional graphic and text are mtact, learnmg can contmue unabated.

The

However, if the situation were reversed, and the

instructional content is mtact.

instructional text and graphic missmg, it would be unlikely that the student would get
much out of the remammg "Page 3 of 8".

The mstructional content would be gone

(Edwards, 1989b; Hativa & Remgo1d, 1987; Lauret & Wood, 1988).
It

IS

clear

from

this

analysis

that

the

pnmary

content-bearmg

communications/educational functions that comprise mstruction are illustration and
instructional narrative.

The remammg communications/functions, although valuable m
"'_

their own right, serve ancillary purposes (Hativa & Remgold, 1987). As implemented m
an auditory display, mstructional narrative and aural example carry the weight of the

instructional load (Edwards, 1989a, 1989b).

Of the two, it is usually mstructiona1

narrative that carries the most weight. (Lauret & Wood, 1988)

Illustration and

instructional narrative may also be conveyed through the visual display. As implemented
there (see Table 1) the predommant carriers of content are narrative questions, feedback, etc. -

and illustration

-

mstructiona1 text,

visual examples, mcludmg pictures,

figures, drawmgs, animation, etc.
How is the effectiveness of a particular piece of on-line mstruction affected by the
distribution of these communications/functions, m our case mstructiona1 narration and
illustration, across the channels available to display them, auditory and visual?

More

particularly, what happens to mstructiona1 effectiveness when the content to be distributed
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through these channels is itself of an aural nature? The literature has not addressed these
Issues.
Summary and Conclusion

The popularity of audio as a component of lCW products continues to grow.
More and more the public expects to hear audio as part of their computer software,
instructional and otherwise (Buxton, 1989; Sales & Johnston, 1993; Gaver, 1986; Gaver
& Smith, 1990; Pifia & Savenye, 1992; Wenzel et aI., 1993). As a result, future designers

of leW will be increasingly required to include high fidelity auditory displays in their
products, if for no other reason than the public desires it. As they do, the importance of
using audio to best effect will also grow (Sales & Johnston, 1993; Pifia & Savenye, 1992).
The limited research on auditory displays in instructional settings has provided
mixed results with regard to its effectiveness (Barron & Kysilka, 1993; Calvert, et. aI.,
"
1989; Cooper, 1976; Hofstetter, 1975; Hudson & Holland, 1992; Mayer & Anderson,

1992; Saga, 1992; Swets, et. aI., 1962; Vaughn, 1978; Wiener, 1971). In general the
results have indicated that aural-based instruction is at least as effective as traditional
classroom and lecture methods (Sales & Johnston, 1993; Wilkinson, 1980).

An

examination of the various studies revealed that aural methods were more effective than
non-aural and traditional methods when the instructional content, message or examination
process was itself of an aural nature (See Tables 3-5; Antioch College, 1960; Barron &
Kysilka, 1993; Calvert, et. at, 1989; Collett & Curry, 1971; Cooper, 1976; Hobbs, 1987;
Hofstetter, 1975; Hudson & Holland, 1992; Kroll, 1974; Lorge, 1964; Main, 1974; Mayer

& Anderson, 1992; Meleca, 1968; Saga, 1992; Stuck & Manatt, 1970; Swets, et. at,
1962; Tope, 1969; Vaughn, 1978; Wiener, 1971).

This was especially true when

effectiveness was measured by a combination of increases in outcome scores and/or
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decreases in elapsed time (Lorge, 1964; Schramm, 1973; Stuck & Manatt, 1970; Tope,
1969; Von Feldt, 1971). Auditory displays were also demonstrated to be higbly effective
in the transfer of problem-solving skills (Mayer & Anderson, 1992).

When problem-

solving skills were targeted, as opposed to simple recall, the addition of concurrent aural
instruction to graphics was shown to be more effective than other combinations (Mayer &
Anderson, 1992).
Research from various related applications of aural instructional methods can be
instructive. They provide general guidelines as to when to use and not to use auditory
displays as well as suggestions about how they may be used to best effect (AlemanCenteno, 1982; Barron & Kysilka, 1993; Kroll, 1974; Lorge, 1964; Mayer & Anderson,
1992; Nass & Steuer, 1993; Sales & Johnston, 1993; Severin, 1967; Steinhaus, 1981;
Wilkinson, 1980). They also provide suggestions about where auditory displays may be
used, if not to greater effect, at least in ways that will not hinder the instructional process
'"

(Aleman-Centeno, 1982; Barron & Kysilka, 1993; Blattner, Sumikawa, & Greenberg,
1989; Buxton, 1989; Calvert, et aI., 1989; Chadwick, 1992; Edwards, 1989a, 1989b;
Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993; Lorge, 1964; Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Moldstad, 1974;
Moore, 1981; Nass & Steuer 1993; Sales & Johnston, 1993; Sarenpa, 1971; Schramm,
1971; Severin, 1967; Steinhaus, 1981; Wilkinson, 1980).
In past research, audio has been treated as a single dimensional property in
courseware, either present or not (Aleman-Centeno, 1982; Barron & Kysilka, 1993;
Buxton, 1989; Calvert, et aI., 1989; Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993; Lauret & Wood, 1988;
Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Schramm, 1973).

In fact it is better thought of as a

multidimensional auditory display, capable of carrying the primary instructional burdens of
instructional narrative and illustration with or without support from the visual display
(Aleman-Centeno, 1983; Edwards, 1989a, 1989b; Gibbons, 1987; Gaver, 1986, 1989,
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1993; Kantowitz & Sorkin, 1983; Lauret & Wood, 1988).

The same is true for the

remaining kinds of communications serving the educational functions of command,
feedback, emphasis, and navigation (Edwards, 1989a, 1989b; Hativa & Reingold, 1987;
Kantowitz & Sorkin, 1983; Lauret & Wood, 1988).
If research into the effectiveness of auditory displays in instructional applications

has demonstrated mixed results it has probably done so for three reasons. First, the effect
of display channe1- auditory vs. visua1- on content -

aural vs. non-aural -

has not

been considered (Buxton, 1989; Calvert, et aI., 1989; Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993; Lauret &
Wood, 1988; Schramm, 1973). Second, depth of learning (retention vs. problem solving)
has not been a consideration in the evaluation process (Mayer & Anderson, 1992). Last,
auditory displays have not been understood as multifunctional, multifaceted presentations
fully equal in capability to their more well known visual counterparts (Edwards, 1989a,
1989b; Hativa & Reingold, 1987; Kantowitz & Sorkin, 1983; Lauret & Wood, 1988).
I)

Given the inevitably increasing emphasis on audio (Barron & Kysilka, 1993; Buxton,
1989; Cohen, 1993; Gaver, 1986; Pilla & Savenye, 1992), perhaps it is time these issues
be given consideration.
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Chapter 3
Methodology

The effectiveness of a particular segment of interactive courseware was tested with
various combinations of computer displays.

A complete, self-contained, on-line

instructional segment was presented to 11 th and 12th grade subjects using selected
combinations of the computer's auditory andlor visual displays. Posttest outcome and
response latency scores were obtained and submitted to two-way analysis of variance
procedures to identify whether differences in outcomes significant at the .05 level existed
between any of the treatments.

Background
Personal computers have become increasingly more sophisticated offering more
and more power and capability.

One of the advances is the advent and extensive

availability of built-in and add-in high fidelity sound reproduction and storage capabilities
(Barron & Kysilka, 1993; Buxton, 1989; Cohen, 1993; Pilla & Savenye, 1992). Although
long studied for use in high-end, high-cost, or specialty electronic applications such as
airline cockpits and simulators, auditory displays have come into widespread use in all
kinds of computerized educational applications (Brewster et aI., 1993; Buxton, 1989;
Cohen & Ludwig, 1993; Hindus et aI., 1995; Mynatt & Edwards, 1992; Stifelman, 1995;
Venolia, 1993; Wenzel et

at., 1993). Few comparative studies have been done on the

effectiveness of audio, even fewer on computerized aural instruction (Sales & Johnston,
1993; Wilkinson, 1980).

What research there is, taken as a whole, has been largely
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inconclusive (Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Wilkinson, 1980; Sales & Johnston, 1993; Yildiz
& Atkins, 1992).

In that research, auditory displays have been viewed as single

dimensional features to be turned on or off. The possibility that auditory displays provide
the same multi-faceted instructional functions as visual displays has been ignored, a fact
which has perhaps confounded these results (Baecker and Buxton, 1987; Gibbons, 1987;
Kantowitz & Sorkin, 1983; Lauret & Wood, 1988; Mynatt & Edwards, 1992). Studies
comparing the use of auditory displays vs. the use of visual displays to perform identical
instructional functions do not exist (Yildiz & Atkins, 1992). It is possible that some
instructional functions are better carried out through an auditory display and some via a
visual display, or both (Buxton, 1989; Cohen, 1993; Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993; Lauret &
Wood, 1988; Mynatt & Edwards, 1992). It has been the goal of this experiment to
examine the effectiveness and independence of the main instruction-bearing functions of
interactive courseware, namely narration and illustration, as expressed via auditory vs.
visual displays.

"

Factors
Several factors were of concern m this experiment.

Each

IS

identified and

discussed below.
Display Channel

The primary factor examined in this experiment was the display channel,
specifically, there are two basic displays on a computer system: the auditory display and
the visual display (Brewster et aI., 1993; Kantowitz & Sorkin, 1983). The visual display is
the familiar computer screen which is used to display text and graphics in various colors
and formats. The auditory display is the sound system, also controlled by the computer
(Buxton, 1989; Cohen, 1993; Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993; Gibbons, 1987; Hindus et aI.,
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1995; Wenzel et aI., 1993). It includes all sound producing elements associated with the
computer, from the click of the keys and beep at boot-time to the music and sOlmds
produced by modem digital audio and compact disc applications (Cohen, 1993; Ford,
1992; Sarjeant, 1992; Shields, 1991; Stanton, 1993). With the advent and acceptance of
multimedia standards for the PC, these sound systems have become capable of
reproducing high fidelity stereo sound (Ford, 1992; Sarjeant, 1992; Shields, 1991;
Stanton, 1993). This has given the auditory display greater depth and resolution much as
the current standard VGA color displays have greater resolution capabilities over their
eGA and monochrome predecessors (Cohen, 1993; Ford, 1992; Sarjeant, 1992; Shields,
1991; Stanton, 1993).

The result has been an increased potential for information

throughput via the auditory display, allowing it to convey greater amounts of information
in a fraction of the time required previously (Cohen, 1993;).
Both the auditory and the visual display channels have been shown capable of
supporting instruction (Barron & Kysilka, 1993; Gibbons, 1987; Lauret & Wood, 1988;
Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Wiener, 1991). The displays have also been shown to be
independent, that is they can convey disparate, coordinated, or identical information
simultaneously or in tum -

all under the direction of the controlling computer software

(Gibbons, 1987; Lauret & Wood, 1988; Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Mynatt & Edwards,
1992). Clearly then, for the purposes ofthis experiment, this factor, Display Channel, has
two dimensions, (a) visual, and (b) aural.

Instructional Narrative
Instructional narrative

IS

one of the pnmary communicative attributes of

instruction, regardless of instructional media (Gibbons,

1987; Gordon,

1969).

Structurally, it is made up of the words, spoken or written, that convey the concepts or
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ideas addressed in some fragment oflearning (Gordon, 1969). It bears a major portion of
the instructional load in most learning situations, including those mediated via ICW. Yet
even with this burden, it is only one part of the complex ICW structure that forms the
complete message known as instructional content (Gibbons, 1987; Gordon, 1969; Lauret
& Wood, 1988). Generally, narrative appears dichotomous, that is, it is either present or

absent (Lauret & Wood, 1988; Mayer & Anderson, 1992).

It has been argued that

additional, intermediate levels of narration exist (Barron & Kysilka, 1993; Severin 1967;
Wilkinson, 1980).

For example, summations, "bullet" statements, outlines, or even

keywords suggest themselves as possible variations between full narrative and nothing at
all. This study, however, sought to uncover possible differences present when equivalent
content was presented to the student via differing display modes. It did this by holding
content constant while varying the output channel through which various components of
the instructional message was sent. It was therefore critical to this experiment that the
overall content of the instructional message be held strictly constant while delivery
channels were varied to insure the use of equivalent treatments (Campbell & Stanley,
1966; Gay, 1992; Isaac & Michael, 1981; Kerlinger, 1973). Therefore, this study confmed
its examination of the factor Instructional Narrative to the limits of a dichotomy, either (a)
present, or (b) absent.
Display Channel vs. Narrative

The variables associated with the fIrst two factors each had two levels.

The

interaction of these variables were examined via a matrix with the levels of each variable
distributed along each axis, as seen in Table 6.

As illustrated there, each factor was

independent. That is, in practical terms, Instructional Narrative may have been present or
absent in each display channel irrespective of its presence or absence in the other.
Although simple in structure and somewhat obvious in nature, this matrix defIned a basic
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comparison that had yet to be examined (Aleman-Centeno, 1983; Barron & Kysilka, 1993;
Mayer & Anderson, 1992).

Table 6
Display Channel vs. Instructional Narrative Factorial Matrix

Auditory channel instruction (spoken)
Visual channel
instruction (read)

Present

Absent

Present

Both

Text only

Absent

Audio only

None

Aural Example

The third factor examined in this study was Aural Example.

Typically, aural

examples are recordings of sounds that display the targeted sound in context with its
environment, isolated for close study, or exaggerated for effect (Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993;
Lauret & Wood, 1988).

Classified for educational purposes as "Illustration" (see

Table 1), these examples are almost exclusively audio-based phenomena. As a result, the
factor of Aural Example, as presented though an auditory display, does not have a single,
direct analog for comparison on a visual display. This made the comparison across display
channels a little more complicated than that described for the factor of Instructional
Narrative, but not impossible.
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Although, there was no single, immediate analo g for an aural example on the visual
display (See Table 1), aural examples and sound effects could be conveyed through the
visual display channel (Gold, 1988).

Two of the techniques for doing so should be

familiar; they were borrowed directly from print media. The first was to describe or
imitate the sound in the narrative (main text) with onomatopoeic words such as "moo,"
"baah," and "crash" (Eastman, 1970). The second is to place descriptive words rendered

in stylized fonts in the graphic display and treat them as part of a graphic, as in the comic
book "bifI," "blam," and "pow" (Gold, 1988). For the purposes of this study, the second
example was chosen. If text-based aural examples were treated as part of the graphics and
not mixed into the instructional text, the content of the instructional narrative would be
kept strictly constant and uncontaminated from treatment to treatment. It also provided a
discreet, independent path along which aural examples could be sent out through the
visual display channel.

This allowed the factors of Instructional Narrative and Aural

Example to remain independent of each other across the treatments used in this
il;

experiment.
Also of concern was the structure of the variable describing this factor. How many
levels should it contain? It was possible to classify aural examples by such criteria as
pitch, duration, volume, etc. (Blattner, Sumikawa, & Greenberg, 1989; Swets, et. aI.,
1962). However the central question in this experiment depended upon learning whether
sending the elements of instruction to the student through different display channels
affected learning. To determine this, all of the elements just mentioned had to be held
constant, so as not to confound the experimental results with the effects of additional
variables (Campbell & Stanley, 1966; Gay, 1992; Isaac & Michae1, 1981; Kerlinger,
1973). So, for the purposes of this experiment, the variable describing the factor Aural
Example was limited to two familiar levels, either (a) present or (b) absent.
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Display Channel vs. Aural Example

The interaction of Display Channel x Aural Example was viewed much as the
interaction of Display Channel x Narration (Table 6). The variable describing each had
two levels, (a) present and (b) absent. The matrix formed by their interaction is presented
in Table 7. Each factor was independent of the other, so the variables representing them
were able to assume any value regardless of the value of the other variable. To illustrate,
on-screen approximations of aural examples may have been present whether or not the
aural example audio clip was played through the speakers, or vice versa. This comparison
is admittedly simple in structure, yet it represented a comparison that had yet to be
examined (Aleman-Centeno, 1983; Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Wiener, 1991).

Table 7
Display Channel vs. Aural Example Factorial Matrix

Auditory channel examples
Visual channel
approximations

Present

Absent

Present

Both

Text only

Absent

Audio only

None
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Display Channel vs. Instructional
Narrative vs. Aural Example
Testing which display channel was most effective at presenting a particular
instructional element was at the core of this study, but so was the search for interaction
effects between these factors and display channel assignments. Therefore, the design of
this experiment included a means for isolating these effects.
Each of the matrixes just presented (Tables 6 and 7) were composed of four
distinct levels: Audio only, Text only, Both, and None.

The interactions represented

within each matrix were placed along a single vector to represent levels of a new variable
which described the interaction of the original variables.

In this way, the contents of

Table 6 were analyzed against the contents of Table 7. Table 8 illustrates this relationship.

Table 8
Complete Aural Example and Instructional Narrative Factorial Matrix

Instructional narrative

Aural example

Text and audio
(W)

Audio only
(X)

Text only
(Y)

Neither
(Z)

Text and audio

(A)

AW

AX

AY

AZ

Audio only

(B)

BW

BX

BY

BZ

Text only

(C)

CW

CX

CY

CZ

Neither

(D)

DW

DX

DY

DZ
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Although the data presented in Table 8 represented the complete interaction matrix
for all factors to be examined by this experiment, it did not yet represent a workable model
for evaluation. One level in each of the two-by-two matrixes (Tables 6 and 7) represented
the complete absence of the instructional element under examination. For aural example it
was level "D." For instructional narrative it was level "Z." In all other levels of each
variable, the content of the treatment was kept constant. That is, both the instructional
narrative and the aural examples were present on either the auditory display, the visual
display, or both. For levels "D" and "Z" that was not the case, as aural example (row D)
or instructional narrative (column Z) or both (cell DZ) were completely missing.
Including experimental treatments configured to represent these levels would have varied
the instructional content, a constant in this experiment, and would have unacceptably
compromised its internal validity (Campbell & Stanley, 1966; Gay, 1992; Isaac & Michael,
~

1981; Kerlinger,

1973). Therefore, levels "D" and "Z" were eliminated from

consideration.
Having removing these configurations from consideration is not likely to have
affected the generalizability of the study, as they did not represent configurations that were
likely to be used in real-life settings.

Consider the ICW instructional segment which

contains no instructional narrative or the discrimination segment which contains neither
example nor non-example (Gibbons, 1987; Gordon, 1969; Lauret & Wood, 1988; Mayer

& Anderson, 1993). This left the remainder of the matrix presented in Table 8 available
for meaningful examination. The updated matrix is summarized in Table 9. It presented
nine treatment combinations for investigating the presence or absence of interaction and
served as the blueprint for this investigation .
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Table 9

Delimited Example vs. Narration vs. Display Channel Facton·al Matrix

Instructional narrative

Aural example

Text only
(X)

Audio only
(Y)

Text and audio
(Z)

Text only

(A)

AX

AY

AZ

Audio only

(B)

BX

BY

BZ

Text and audio

(C)

CX

CY

CZ

Experimental Design

The design for this experiment was based on the randomized control-group
posttest only design described by Campbell and Stanley (1966). This design allowed for
the control of several influences that could negatively effect experimental validity. Among
them were the deleterious effects known as history, maturation, instrumentation, statistical
regression, selection, and selection-maturation interaction (Isaac & Michael, 1981). The
random selection and assignment process ensured the equivalence of each treatment group
at the outset of the study. This allowed pretests to be eliminated from the process and
along with them the possibility that exposing students to the material in the tests might
influence outcomes. Even though there were no pretests, it was still possible to measure
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gain in performance with this design. The assumption of equality at the outset implied that
each subject started from the same point, as if each had received the same score on a
pretest. Thus, it was possible to treat posttest scores as gains when analyzing experiment
results.
Campbell and Stanley's (1966) randomized control-group posttest only design was
modified and extended to fit the needs of this experiment as suggested by Isaac and
Michael (1981). This was done by adding additional treatments, making it a factorial
design. This allowed the experiment to inherit the assurances of validity provided by
Campbell and Stanley's design while allowing the investigation of multiple variables. The
structure of the factorial design was the 3 x 3 matrix described in Table 9. This yielded a
total of nine treatment groups to be tracked, as opposed the two proposed in the original
design. No control group was required as each treatment group served as a control for
the remaining groups.

Error Control
In the case of the current study, it was determined that there were additional issues

which could affect outcomes that had nothing to do with the variables under study. As
mentioned earlier (see Chapter 1) these were (a) below average reading abilities, (b) low

IQ scores, (c) prior experience with aircraft, (d) hearing impairment, (e) vision
impairment, (f) the ability to use a mouse and keyboard and, (g) the level of interest
shown by the study population in the instructional content (Garner, Brown, Wanders &
Menke,1992; Hidi & Anderson, 1992; Kroll, 1974; Main, 1974; Marsh & Cooper, 1981;
Nenniger, 1992; Sales & Johnston, 1993; Self, Self, and Rahaim, 1984; Schiefele, 1992;
Schiefele, et aI., 1992; Tobias, 1993; Wade, 1992). To eliminate the possibility of poor
reading skills and low IQs confounding the results, only randomly selected subjects with
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reading abilities at or above a ninth grade level were included. Results from the Stanford
Achievement Test (SAT8 -

Psychological Corporation, 1989) as administered at the

beginning of the 11 th grade year were used to make this determination. As lower IQ is
thought to result in poor reading skills, it was hoped that this one limitation would shield
the results of this study from the effects of both influences (Cardon et a1., 1990; Glez &
Lopez, 1994; Kline et a1., 1993; Naglieri & Reardon, 1993; Sattler, 1990; Share & Silva,
1986; Stanovich, 1986; Stanton et a1., 1990).

Besides checking for reading scores,

records were checked for any indication of physical disabilities which would limit use of
the experimental apparatus (computer with keyboard, mouse, display screen, and
earphones). Lastly, participants were asked whether they had received any training in
commercial jet aircraft systems (the content ofthe instructional treatment). As long as the
randomly selected subjects had not had prior experience with aircraft, were able to use the
experimental apparatus, and had the requisite reading abilities, they were included in the
study.

"
The question of a subject's level of interest in the content of the instructional

treatment was a more difficult issue with which to dea1.

Hidi and Anderson (1992)

reminded us that interest is an extremely individual phenomenon, that is, each individual
has his or her own interests and has them for his or her own personal reasons. Although a
broad situational interest for aviation topics can be shown among the study population
(Baines, 1994; Bettis & Smith, 1994; Choonoo, 1993; Dordan & Nicholson, 1994; Goertz
& Phemister, 1994; Kaiser, 1995; New York Public Library, 1993; Palmer, 1994; Peskorz,

Camper, Ringquist, Nelson & Weiblen, 1993) care was taken in the preparation of the
experimental treatment to adapt the presentations to known long-term student interests
(Tobias, 1993). Suggestions, methods, and strategies to increase student interest were
sought from the literature (Deci 1992; Gamer, et a1., 1992; Krapp, Hidi & Renninger,
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1992; Nenniger, 1992; Pressley, et al. 1992; Schraw, B11l1llng & Svoboda, 1995; Wade,
1992) and from experts on the target population (J. Robertson, personal communication,
February 1, 1994; R. Honaker, personal communication, May 10, 1995), and followed.
However, in the end, the randomization process which randomly selected the study
population from the larger target population and then randomly assigned each subject to a
group and finally randomly assigned each group to a treatment remained the primary
defense against errors introduced by any individual or group 0 f subjects' lack 0 f interest.
The Isaac and Michael (1981) factorial extension of the Campbell and Stanley
(1966) randomized control-group posttest only experimental design was used to minimize
or control most of the 10 "common" (p. 85) experimental errors described by Isaac and
Michael. Of these, six were shown to be controlled by the experimental design itself.
They were (a) Halo Effect, (b) Rating Errors, (c) Hawthorne Effect, (d) Placebo effect,
(e) John Henry Effect, and (f) the Typical Case Study (Campbell & Stanley, 1966; Gay,
1992; Isaac & Michael, 1981; Kerlinger, 1973).

The effects of the remaining four

common errors, although not fully controlled by Campbell and Stanley's design, have been
shown to be mitigated by it to varying degrees. These conditions included (a) the SelfFulfilling Prophecy, (b) the Law of the Instrument, ( c) an Error of Misplaced Precision,
and (d) a Post Hoc Error (Isaac & Michael, 1981).
The Self-Fulfilling Prophecy effect should be minimized, as treatments were
delivered and evaluations conducted identically via computer.

The only "live"

presentations were basic orientations describing the general overview and purpose of the
study, expected length of treatment, and how to log into the system to receive treatments
and evaluation. As this was delivered by the same person from the same script each time,
any minimal influence it may have had on results should have been controlled (Campbell &
Stanley, 1966; Gay, 1992; Isaac & Michael, 1981; Kerlinger, 1973).
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The Law of the Instrument refers to the use of one particular standardized
assessment instrument or procedure in the face of other methods which may have been
better suited to address the problem. This study did not utilize standardized instruments in
the course of the experiment. Instead, it used an assessment instrument and treatments
adapted specifically for use in this study. Reading ability scores used to qualify subjects
were drawn from available district records.

No separate administration of any

standardized test was conducted (Campbell & Stanley, 1966; Gay, 1992; Isaac & Michael,
1981; Kerlinger, 1973).
It was hoped that the design of this study would be of sufficient strength so as to

preclude an Error of Misplaced Precision. The treatments and evaluation instrument were
tested for adequate validity and reliability prior to use (Gay, 1992; Isaac & Michael,
1981 ). All instruction and assessment items were examined independently by content
experts as well as an expert on the target population and found to have a high degree of
"
content validity (R. Honaker, personal communication, AprilS, 1997; D. Rogers, personal

communication, April 7, 1997).

Data obtained with the evaluation instrument were

submitted to a test of rationale equivalence reliability with a Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha,
U,

calculated for each item response scale used (Cronbach, 1951, 1970;

Guilford & Fruchter, 1978 Qualls, 1995). The results ( a
U =

=

Gay, 1992;

.94 for binary scale items,

.90 for the time latency scale items) revealed a reasonably reliable evaluation

instrument (Gay, 1992). Treatments and items were pilot tested with subjects which
closely fit the target population selection criteria, evaluated, revised as indicated, and reevaluated. The treatments were designed to vary only the factors being examined while
keeping all else constant.

Samples were selected randomly from a clearly defined

population and randomly assigned to groups.

Groups were randomly assigned to

treatments. Care was also taken to avoid the other common experimental design errors
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mentioned above.

As a result, there is some reason for confidence that an error of

misplaced precision was avoided in this particular experiment (Campbell & Stanley, 1966;
Gay, 1992; Isaac & Michael, 1981; Kerlinger, 1973).
A Post Hoc Error refers to the erroneous assignment of a cause-and-effect
relationship to factors that are correlated by coincidence or some relationship outside the
bounds of the current inquiry (Campbell & Stanley, 1966; Gay, 1992; Isaac & Michael,
1981; Kerlinger, 1973). The point of this inquiry has been to isolate the effect present
(main effects and interaction effects) when different portions of the same instruction
(narrative and aural example) were presented to students via different output channels
(auditory andlor visual). Indeed, it was felt that a causal conclusion has been reached.
Because of this, a Post Hoc Error is still possible.

However, it is believed that this

condition has been controlled for two reasons. First, the measurements were in rule-based
evaluations from the same instrument measuring outcomes of precisely varied equivalent
c

treatments. It is believed that all possible confounding effects and alternative causes for
differences have been eliminated from or controlled in the design. Second, the scope of
the possible conclusions were carefully limited to the range of the effects being examined.
It is therefore believed that a post hoc error was avoided in this particular experiment.

Population
A major focus of this study has been the effectiveness ofthe auditory vs. the visual
display channel for delivering specific elements of instruction. Since instruction in general
and lew in particular are often found in schools, that is where attention was focused. Of
the options, high school secondary students grades -

more particularly from the 11th and 12th

seemed most representative of the public at large, as they were the most mature
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group of students available where the broadest segment of the public was compelled to
attend (Bailey, 1992; Becker, 1992).

Sample
Practical considerations dictated that a single high school serve as the pool of
subjects from which to draw the sample studied in this experiment. Subjects were drawn
randomly from this study population (Byrkit, 1987; Gay, 1992; Issac & Michael, 1981;
McClave & Dietrich, 1991).
The names of students enrolled in the 11th and 12th grades of the target high
school, Lehi High School, Lehi, Utah, were alphabetized. A computer-generated random
number table (McClave & Dietrich, 1991) was employed to select numbers between one
and the end of the list. The students at each of the selected positions on the list were
screened against the established selection criteria. Using this procedure 250 students were
iC

selected as possible participants. The names of the first 135 to qualify were alphabetized
and 15 more random numbers were selected. The subjects at these list positions were
assigned to the first group. The procedure was repeated until the subjects had been
assigned to 9 groups. Using the same technique, groups were ordered, random numbers
generated, and the group at that position assigned to the ftrst treatment, and so on.
Students assigned to treatment groups were invited to participate in the study and offered
a nominal gift for their cooperation as an inducement to complete the experiment.
Subjects that did not participate or complete the experiment were replaced with the next
available student from the previously randomized list of the remaining 115 of the original
pool of 250 randomly selected subjects not yet assigned to a group (Gay, 1992). It was
hoped this would maintain the integrity of the random selection process and allow
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observed results to be generalized to the study population -

the high school (Gay, 1992;

Issac & Michael, 1981; McClave & Dietrich, 1991).
It is worth noting that although high school students are compelled to attend, and

therefore more inclusive of the public at large, ethical considerations required all
participants to have the option of excusing themselves from participation., essentially
making those who did choose to participate volunteers (Gay, 1992). Of those initially
selected, 15 chose not to participate. Another 19 students were found to have left school,
graduated early or transferred out since taking the SAT8 test.

Another 3 students

withdrew from the experiment before taking the evaluation or experienced a computer
failure which invalidated their evaluation results. These subjects were all replaced, as just
described, with unassigned students who were part of the original randomly selected
group of 250. In this way it was possible to get exactly 15 subjects to complete each
treatment, a requirement of the two-way analysis of variance procedure (McClave &
Dietrich, 1991).
Compared to the National Population

Although it was not possible to randomly select students from the nation to create
a classical random sample of US high school students, it was possible to demonstrate that
the students of the study population, randomly selected from the student body at Lehi
High School, were reasonably representative of US high school students by showing how
they ranked on nationally normed tests -

the Stanford Achievement Test version 8 of the

Test of Academic Skills (SAT8) and the American College Test (ACT) tests. From this it
was possible to determine where the students of Lehi High School fit in relationship to
students of other high schools in the nation (ACT, Inc., 1997; American College Testing
Program [ACT], 1995; F. L. Cameron, personal communication, September 10, 1997;
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Psychological Corporation, 1989).

It was felt this could be used to provide some

indication of the degree of confidence that should be placed in any generalizations made to
larger populations based upon the results obtained from this study (Gay, 1992; Issac &
Michael, 1981; McClave & Dietrich, 1991).
A review of the results of the SAT8 test revealed a student body very close to the
national average. They closely resembled the nationally normed data published by the test
creators, Psychological Corporation (1989; F. L. Cameron, personal communication,
September 10, 1997). Lehi High School mean scores were approximately 0.5 points
below the national average and showed a slightly higher dispersion with standard
deviations about 1.5 higher than that of the norm. Skewness values for the most part
clustered tightly around the national value of 0.19 indicating symmetrical distributions.
This was borne out when distributions of SAT8 scores were graphed, producing highly
symmetrical, normal curves. National percentile scores for all sub-tests were within 10
points of the 50th percentile, and each fell within the fifth stanine of the national
distribution. Indeed, all indications point to a student body that was somewhat different
than, but still quite like the national average. These results have been summarized in Table
10, Figures 1 through 3, and Table 11.
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Table 10

Lehi High School SAT8 Test Results Compared to the National Average
Lebi High School SAT8 Test Results
Total Battery

Total Reading

1995

1996

1995

Median

11

9

9

Mean

10.67

10.56

10.67

10.67

Standard
Error

2.37

2.53

2.16

Standard
Deviation

7.11

7.58

Kurtosis

-1.68

Skewness

0.14

Mathematics

1996

1995

8

7

1996

US Norm

10

12

10.67

10.67

11.11

2.58

2.95

2.44

1.99 '"

6.48

7.75

8.86

7.31

5.97

-1.67

-1.35

-0.06

1.06

-1.43

-1.54

0.20

0.41

0.86

1.15

0.37

0.19

Note. F. Cameron, personal communication, September 10, 1997.
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Figure 1. SAT8 Basic - Total Battery test results for Lehi High School, Alpine School
District, Lehi, UT superimposed on the national average. Tests were administered at the
beginning of students' junior year at the school (F. L. Cameron, personal communication,
September 10, 1997; Psychological Corporation, 1989).
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Figure 2. SAT8 Total Reading test results for Lehi High School, Alpine School District,
Lehi, UT superimposed on the national average. Tests were administered at the beginning
of students' junior year at the school (F. L. Cameron, personal communication, September
10, 1997; Psychological Corporation, 1989).
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Figure 3. SAT8 Mathematics test results for Lehi High School, Alpine School District,
Lehi, UT superimposed on the national average. Tests were administered at'the beginning
of students' junior year at the school (F. L. Cameron, personal communication, September
10,1997; Psychological Corporation, 1989).
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Table 11

Lehi High School National Percentile Scores for the
SAT8 Test ofAcademic Skills

Sub Test

1995

1996

Reading Vocabulary

54

54

Reading Comprehension

59

54

58

51

Mathematics

54

54

Study Skills

50

44

Spelling

48

42

English

45

45

52

50

Science

54

48

Social Science

46

41

U sing Information

52

44

Thinking Skills

53

45

Total Reading

Total Battery

Note .
F. Cameron,
September 10,1997.

personal

communication,
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Combined ACT test results from all Lehi High School students taking the ACT
test during the [lIst half of 1997 showed scores only slightly below the national average.
Indeed they strongly resembled the national average at every tum. Although only college
bound students took the test, these scores were considered as accurate a metric for
ranking schools nationally as was available (ACT, 1995; ACT, Inc., 1997; F. Cameron,
personal communication, 11 Sep., 1997). Indeed the testing and evaluation expert for the
Alpine School District found Lehi High School's results to be as close to the national
average as any he had seen (ACT, 1995; ACT, Inc., 1997; Cameron, 1997; F. Cameron,
personal communication, September 11, 1997). The ACT results have been summarized
in Figure 4.

Bias
In order to eliminate (or at least contain) bias, the conditions which favored one
delivery channel over another had to be eliminated or controlled. With regard to bias
introduced by the study population, five issues had to be addressed in the formation of this
study population, (a) prior knowledge of the subject matter, (b) ability to use and operate
the apparatus, (c) reading abilities, (d) IQ scores, and (e) interest levels (Collett & Curry,
1971; Gamer, Brown, Wanders & Menke, 1992; Hidi & Anderson, 1992; Issac &
Michael, 1981; Kroll, 1974; Main, 1974; Marsh & Cooper, 1981; Nenniger, 1992; Sales &
Johnston, 1993; Self, Self, & Rahaim, 1984; Schiefele, 1992; Schiefele, et a1., 1992;
Tobias, 1993; Wade, 1992).
Obviously the scores of any subject with prior knowledge of commercial aircraft
cockpit procedures or the Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) could not with
certainty be attributed solely to the instructional treatment. So subjects with any prior
experience with the operation of aircraft were eliminated from participation.

As a
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practical matter, it was unlikely that any of the study population would have had such
experience, and indeed none of the students selected for inclusion acknowledged any.
Therefore it is not likely that this constraint in any way affected the results (Isaac &
Michae~

1981).
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Figure 4. 1997 ACT Test Results for Lehi High School, Alpine School District, Lehi, UT
compared to the National Average (ACT, 1995; ACT, Inc., 1997; Cameron, 1997).
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It should go without saying that subjects with an obvious, measurable hearing or

vision loss would bias a study comparing audio instruction to text-only instruction. Of
like concern were subjects who could not operate a keyboard and mouse. Therefore any
subjects whose school records indicated an obvious, measurable uncorrected hearing or
vision loss or physical disability involving arms and hands were not included in the study
population (Isaac & Michael, 1981).
Self, Self, and Rahaim (1984) reported in a study with audio-tutorial and ICW
biology materials that students younger than 20 with below average reading abilities
showed significantly greater gains than did their above average reading or older
counterparts. Main (1974) also documented the effects of reading ability on test score
gains with military inductees after exposure to audio vs. print materials.

Sales and

Johnston (1993) document similar effects with children. The population to be studied was
clearly under 20 and so may have exhibited this bias. In order to limit any bias that may
c~

have been encountered with low reading level subjects, subjects with measured reading
scores below a particular level were excluded. Given the subject matter and difficulty
levels of the TCAS courseware and the grade level of the subjects (11 th and 12th grades),
a reading level equivalent to that expected in the ninth grade was selected as an
appropriate limit (Isaac & Michael, 1981; Self, Self, & Rahaim, 1984; Wicat Systems,
1991).

The Psychological Corporation (1989) correlated a SAT8 mean reading

comprehension score at the 38th percentile to the mean reading comprehension level
expected of a student entering the ninth grade. So, school records were consulted, and
only students with a reading comprehension score above the 38th percentile on the SAT8
test as administered during the beginning of their 11th grade school year were included for
study (Psychological Corporation, 1989; F. Cameron, personal communication, February
14, 1996).
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Another factor in the population that has been suspected of producing bias was the
IQ score of the subject (Collett & Curry, 1971).

Differences have been measured in

outcomes isolated by IQ and have been shown to be both significantly correlated (Kroll,
1974) and not significantly correlated (Collett & Curry, 1971; Main, 1974) to gains
produced by audio vs. print materials.

Kroll (1974) found the differences significant

among his elementary school subjects. Main (1974) and Collett and Curry (1971) found
non-significant results with older subjects (military inductees and veterans, respectively).
In each of these studies, higher IQ groups performed better than lower IQ groups, and
they did so regardless of delivery channel (audio vs. print). Differences were observed in
each study with lower IQ groups based on delivery channel- audio vs. print -

but only

one, involving elementary school students, was shown to be significant (Collett & Curry,
1971; Kroll, 1974; Main, 1974). As this study focused on 11th and 12th graders that were
much closer in age to Main's (1974) military inductees than Kroll's (1974) elementary
school subjects, it was unclear whether IQ differences would have had any effect on the
fmdings of this study.
However, any effects low IQ scores may have had on this study should have been
controlled by eliminating subjects with low reading abilities. Low IQ have been shown to

be related to low reading scores (Cardon et aI., 1990, Glez & Lopez, 1994, Kline et aI.,
1993, Naglieri & Reardon, 1993, Sattler, 1990, Share & Silva, 1986, Stanovich, 1986,
Stanton, Freehan, McGee & Silva, 1990). It has also been cited as a cause of low reading
scores (Glez & Lopez, 1994, Naglieri & Reardon, 1993, Sattler, 1990, Share & Silva,
Stanovich, 1986).

Numerous cases of normal IQ and low reading ability have been

recorded, but cases of low IQ and normal reading ability are comparatively rare (Kline et
aI., 1993).

So, eliminating poor readers from the study population should have also

eliminated those with lower IQ scores. In the end, any possible remaining effect would
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have been mitigated by the random selection of subjects and their random assignment to
experimental groups (Isaac & Michael, 1981).
The question 0 f a bias introduced by the subjects' level 0 f interest in the content 0 f
the instructional treatment held two areas of concern. The first was the bias that could be
introduced by the specific discernible disinterest of a few subjects, and second, a more
general disinterest experienced by the study population as a whole. All experiments of the
sort reported herein are subject to this vulnerability (Gay, 1992; Isaac & Michael, 1981).
There were three precautions taken against individual disinterest. For the fIrst precaution,
students were allowed to withdraw voluntarily from the experiment at any time without
penalty.

Presumably, this allowed any who were highly disinterested to remove

themselves and their bias from the experiment (Gay, 1992). For the second precaution,
the random selection and assignment process was used to dilute and equalize this and
other kinds of bias that the study popUlation might have brought with them into the
experiment (Campbell & Stanley, 1966; Gay, 1992; Isaac & Michael, 1981; Kerlinger,
1973). And for the third precaution, all reasonable efforts were made to select a topic
known to have a high situational interest among the target population (Baines, 1994;
Bettis & Smith, 1994; Choonoo, 1993; Dordan & Nicholson, 1994; Goertz & Phemister,
1994; Kaiser, 1995; New York Public Library, 1993; Palmer, 1994; Peskorz, Camper,
Ringquist, Nelson & Weiblen, 1993), and to make the presentations that formed the
experimental treatments as interesting as possible (Deci 1992; Gamer, et aI., 1992; Krapp,
Hidi & Renninger, 1992; Nenniger, 1992; Pressley, et ai. 1992; Schraw, Bruning &
Svoboda, 1995; Wade, 1992). The only precaution that could be taken against a general
disinterest among the study population was the third precaution taken against specific
disinterest just mentioned. That is, a topic known to be of general high interest to the
population was found, and treatments were prepared in such a way as to imbue them with
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as much interest as possible (Baines, 1994; Bettis & Smith, 1994; Choonoo, 1993; Deci
1992; Dordan & Nicholson, 1994; Gamer, et aI., 1992; Goertz & Phemister, 1994; Kaiser,
1995; Krapp, Hidi & Renninger, 1992; Nenniger, 1992; New York Public Library, 1993;
Palmer, 1994; Peskorz, et al. 1993; Pressley, et al. 1992; Schraw, Bruning & Svoboda,
1995; Wade, 1992). In any case, no specific action other than careful observance of the
random selection and assignment process was observed with regard to interest in the
selection of the study population. A further discussion of the effects of interest on this
experiment is offered below in the examination of experimental treatments.
To review, the study popUlation consisted of the 11 th and 12th grade students
enrolled in Lehi High School, Lehi, Utah less those with prior knowledge of aircraft,
hearing, vision, or physical limitations, or SAT 8 reading comprehension scores at or
below the 38th percentile. Subjects were randomly drawn and randomly assigned to 9
groups.

Each group was randomly assigned to a treatment.

It was hoped that this

selection method would allow for a reasonable amount of external validity so that results
could be confidently generalized beyond the sample selected for study (Isaac & Michael,
1981).

Treatment
In order to test the comparative effectiveness of computer auditory and visual

display channels with selected elements of instruction, an instructional presentation was
needed which would allow the presentation of each of the selected elements through each
display channel. Additionally, the presentation had to (a) be computer-based, (b) be of a
reasonable and practical length, (c) be suitable to and within the ability of the subjects to
learn, (d) be new and unfamiliar to the subjects (e) convey content that was aural in
nature, (f) have a distinct, clearly defmed instructional narrative component that was free
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of aural examples or their approximations, (g) use aural illustrations to convey aural
content, (h) convey higher order cognitive skills which could be tested at a problemsolving level, (i) be legally available for use and modification, and (j) be of interest to the
students that comprised the study population (Campbell & Stanley, 1966; Gay, 1992;
Isaac & Michael, 1981; Kerlinger, 1973; Nenninger, 1992; Schiefele, 1992; Wade, 1992).

Courseware
The Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) interactive courseware program
produced and marketed by Wicat Systems (1991) was selected for use as the experimental
treatment for several reasons. First, the TCAS course was delivered as a free-standing
instructional program via personal computer (J. Robertson, personal communication,
February 1, 1994; Wicat Systems, 1991).
Second, the course contained modules which could, with reasonable effort, be
adapted to run as a complete, self-contained instructional segment of between 30 and 40
minutes duration (J. Robertson, personal communication, February 1, 1994; Wicat
Systems,1991). As the research population was only available in 70 minute blocks, it was
important to find a treatment would allow for orientation, the presentation of enough
material to measure, and testing within that timeframe.
Third, the TCAS course was designed in such a way that most young adults would

be able to grasp its concepts and learn to operate it. The course creator, Dr. James
Robertson, was consulted (personal communication, February 1, 1994) for data on age
appropriateness and prerequisite skills and knowledge.

He indicated the course was

designed for students with a sixth-to-eighth grade level mastery of the English language,
with the obvious exception of the use of accepted aircraft terms which, in some cases,
might be beyond the junior high level. It was his opinion that with some brief instruction
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to defme aircraft terms and explain selected basic cockpit displays and instruments, the
course should be well within the grasp of high school students. In addition, two experts
were consulted, a high school vice principal and a high school science teacher who work
for the school district from which the study population was drawn. Together, they sat
through the TCAS program, reviewing it for appropriateness of fit to the target
population. It was their opinion that high school juniors and seniors from their school
district should easily be able to comprehend and master the instructional content of the
course. They did not feel the material was too complicated and were confident that their
students would readily master the concepts presented in the selected course modules (R.
Honaker, personal communication, May 10, 1995).
Fourth, the TCAS course was unfamiliar to the proposed study population (J.
Robertson, personal communication, February 1,

1994; R.

Honaker,

personal

communication, May 10, 1995). This was important as it allowed it to be used in a
posttest-onlyresearch design (Campbell & Stanley, 1966; Isaac & Michael, 1981).
Fifth, the course contained the kind of presentations and content that were the
subject of this study. That is, the course contained aural content in the form of audible
indicators and warnings to the pilot as well as actions for the pilot to take. These aural
examples were played through the auditory display. Instructional narrative was shown as
text on the visual display (Wicat Systems, 1991). Each could be reasonably converted for
delivery via the other display channel without compromising the integrity of the instruction

(J. Robertson, personal communication, February 1, 1994).
Sixth, the course taught skills which could be tested at a problem-solving level. Its
goal was to teach pilots the higher-order cognitive skills involved in avoiding mid-air
collision, given a wide variety of TCAS warnings and scenarios (Wicat Systems, 1991).
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Seventh, Wicat granted permission to modify and use the course and its attendant
delivery/driver software as a part of this study (R. Patel, personal communication, March
31,1994).
Eighth, along with meeting all of the criteria for this study, the TeAS course had
the added advantage of being familiar to the author, whose professional experience
included maintenance programming on the course for Wicat.
Although the TeAS courseware contained all the elements needed for this study,
modifications were needed to bring it into full compliance with the requirements of each
experimental treatment. To meet these requirements and at the same time comply with
recommendations of various content and population experts, the TeAS courseware was
modified to reduce non-essential, non-aural and overly technical material and jargon. It
was also altered to offer identical instructional content and sequencing options while
allowing audio and textual elements to be varied to conform to each of the nine treatme:Qt
configurations under examination.

It was modified to enhance interest.

It was also

modified to run in an industry standard personal computer environment of the kind found
in most public school computer laboratories. The modified course was then reviewed by

content experts for consistency and coverage of material- content validity (Gay, 1992).
Experts on the target population also reviewed the modified product and made additional
recommendations for improving interest level and accessibility.

The additional

modifications were made and the results submitted for review again. The process was
repeated until the experts were satisfied that stated objectives had been achieved (Gay,
1992; Kerlinger, 1973).

At the successful conclusion of this initial modification and

review cycle, two small group trials were run to confirm accessibility and a positive
interest level among members of the study population. The frrst group consisted of six
volunteers who roughly fit the criteria of the study population. The second group was
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larger at 18, and was drawn directly from the target population.

Modifications were

suggested and completed as a result of each phase of this process (Gay, 1992; Kerlinger,
1973).
Of particular interest was the adaptation of the courseware to offer identical
instructional content and navigational options while varying the display channel through
which the instructional narrative and aural examples were displayed (Campbell & Stanley,
1966; Isaac & Michael, 1981).

The first consideration was to maintain the absolute

independence of each instructional function while creating the smallest possible impact to
the overall visual and aural design, or "look and feel," of the courseware (Gaver, 1986,
1989). This would allow all other instructional functions to remain independent and
focused as well (Alessi & Trollip, 1985; Gibbons, 1987; Kearsley, 1983; Mayer &
Anderson, 1993). The second consideration was to implement each instructional function
in such a way as to allow each mode of delivery to utilize proven successful
implementation strategies. This would allow the functions of instructional narrative and
aural example to capitalize on the known strengths of each particular delivery channel
implementation. It would also serve to maintain the integrity of the communications that
were to serve as the functions of instructional narrative and aural example, keeping each
display channel combination/implementation consistent and equivalent in strength of
impact as well as content (Alessi & Trollip, 1985; Gibbons, 1987; Gordon, 1969;
Kearsley, 1983).
In order to accomplish this, a screen design was developed which allocated a
specific region of the visual display for a specific educational function. The top four-fifths
of the screen were dedicated to instructional graphics, other visual examples, and
instructional narrative. In the bottom area of the screen two distinct regions were defined,
one for prompts and other interaction suggestions, and one for the navigation controls.
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The command text (prompts) box and navigation control panel remained on the visual
display for all implementations of the courseware. Navigation and control buttons always
appeared in the same location when the function each performed was available. When a
control function was not available, the buttons were not present (Gibbons, 1987; Lauret &
Wood, 1988).
Versions of the courseware that featured instructional narrative on the visual
display included a text box on each screen at the bottom of the upper instructional panel.
Text boxes appeared in the same place on each screen and were drawn in the same style,
colors, and font throughout (Gibbons, 1987; Kearsley, 1983; Lauret & Wood, 1988).
Versions, which did not feature visual instructional narrative, did not include a text box.
In this case, only the background panel was displayed. Each of these elements was placed

on an opaque panel, which overlay a full screen scanned image of an aircraft cockpit (see
Appendix B).
The instructional narrative was written as a compromise between aural and written
narrative styles. Normally, visual instructional narrative is written in short, direct, simple,
declarative, terse sentences. Aural narrative is written to flow more smoothly with a more
natural spoken rhythm (Alessi & Trollip, 1985; Gibbons, 1987; Kearsley, 1983). This
implementation attempted to keep the instructional narrative smooth yet focused, brief yet
rhythmic, and thus play to the strength of each style (Gibbons, 1987; Gordon, 1969;
Lauret & Wood, 1988).
Aural narrative was recorded using two narrators, a male and a female.

The

narrators traded off during the flow ofthe instruction every few frames at the start of each
new major topic (Lauret & Wood, 1988). When auditory narrative was available, it would
be played automatically as each new frame was displayed. A "Repeat" button appeared in
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the control panel whenever auditory instructional narrative was available. Clicking the
Repeat button would replay the instructional narrative on the auditory display. Visual
instructional narrative (the text box) was on the screen throughout, when present (Alessi

&Trollip, 1985; Gibbons, 1987; Kearsley, 1983).
Aural examples were actual recordings of DC-lO cockpit warnings (Wicat
Systems, 1991). Visual approximations of these warnings were drawn in stylized fonts
in bright colors and when present appeared in the same location on the visual display,
usually as part of the instructional graphic (see Appendix B; Gibbons, 1987; Gold, 1988).
When an aural example was available a "Play" button appeared in the control panel, and
an interaction prompt was displayed in the command text box along the bottom of the

display screen (Gibbons, 1987; Lauret & Wood, 1988). When the student clicked the
Play button, either the warning would sound on the auditory display, the visual
approximation of the warning would appear on the visual display, or both would be
displayed simultaneously depending upon which version of the courseware they had been
given. The visual approximations remained on screen for the same amount of time
required to sound the complete aural example, then like the actual sounds, they would go
away. Students could replay (re-show) the aural example by clicking the Play button
again (Buxton, 1989; Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993; Gibbons, 1987; Lauret & Wood, 1988).
A major concern about the treatment selected for use in this experiment was the
level of interest the subject matter and instructional content would or would not generate
in the study population.

If the entire popUlation found the whole thing boring, the

likelihood they would put out enough effort to learn enough to measure, let alone enough
in which to measure the desired effects decreased. (S. Terrell, personal communication

March 18, 1996). This would also increase the likelihood of encountering individual
subjects who were so disinterested they would provide intentionally invalid or incorrect
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data just to hold their own interest (S. Terrell, personal communication March 18, 1996).
As a result of this concern a number of modifications were made to the courseware. A
discussion of these modifications follows, but first, concepts related to the effects of
interest on learning are reviewed.

Effects ofInterest on Learning
It has long been known that learners regulate their learning experiences based upon

whether they find what they are doing interesting (Nenniger, 1992). Interest has been
found to be positively correlated with learning and to exhibit a significant affect on the
quality of the educational process (Marsh & Cooper, 1981).

That is, students who

exhibited an interest in the content being studied, tended to perform better in subsequent
evaluations of their recall and understanding of that content (Garner, Brown, Wanders &
Menke, 1992; Hidi & Anderson, 1992; Marsh & Cooper, 1981; Nenniger, 1992; Schiefele,
1992; Schiefele, et at, 1992; Tobias, 1993; Wade, 1992). It has also been shown that the
more interest students had in the content, the more highly they rated the experience
(Marsh & Cooper, 1981). What is more, the deeper the interest, the deeper the resulting
understanding (Schiefele, 1992; Wade, 1992) and the older the students the more
pronounced the effect. (Schiefele, et at, 1992). These differences in performance were all
found to occur within the same length of treatment exposure (Hidi & Anderson, 1992).
Hidi and Anderson (1992) suggested a distinct difference between curiosity and
interest. They asserted that although curiosity was not interest, it could grow into interest.
Interest fostered deeper comprehension processes, greater use of imagery, and invoked a
larger network of associations internally. For this to take place, the student must have had
at least some general prior knowledge; without it interest was not possible (Tobias, 1993).
Nenniger (1992) suggested a difference between interest and motivation.

He defined
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motivation as the combination of interest and readiness for academic learning. Hidi and
Anderson (1992) further provided evidence of the relationship between interest and
knowledge -

a relationship that was curvilinear. That is, as knowledge increased so did

interest, to a point. After that point, interest decreased as knowledge continued to rise,
possibly due to the perceived increase in the chance of boredom from constantly reviewing
known content.
Different kinds of interest as well as different intensities of interest have been
found. Generally, interest had been categorized as either situational or individual in nature
and emotional or cognitive in depth (Hidi & Anderson, 1992). What students found
interesting was not always what was important (Hidi & Anderson, 1992). Indeed, older
and better readers were better at picking out important information, key ideas, and
organizing recall from what they read (Wade, 1992). Hidi and Anderson (1992) found a
correlation coefficient of r

=

.70 between importance and interest in narrative material but
o

no relationship at all with expository material. Schiefele (1992) found that people learned
by rote equally well, regardless of interest level. The level of difficulty did not seem to
alter the effects of interest (Schiefele, et aI., 1992). Further, it would seem interest was a
stronger predictor of outcomes in males than females (Schiefele, et aI., 1992). Yet, with
all of this, interest was found to account for only 10% of the observed variance in
achievement scores in the Schiefele, et al. (1992) meta-analysis of the subject.
Evidence of Interest in Aviation Topics
among Members of the Target Population

The question of whether members of the proposed target population, juniors and
seniors in high school, could be expected to have a general interest in aviation was a
difficult one. Although interviews with experts indicated it a reasonable assumption to
make (R. Honaker, personal communication, May 10, 1995), no direct research was found
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to support the assumption.

Indirect evidence was all that was left to rely upon, a

discussion of which follows.
Research found several broad themes which were of general interest to young
people of high school age. Although they were too general to be considered topics, they

did provide some indication of the kinds of topics to which members of the target
population would likely show a broad situational interest. These themes included novelty,
power, sex, intensity, surprise, complexity, ambiguity, life-and-death issues, and any
writing that was well crafted (Hidi & Anderson, 1992; Krapp, Hidi & Renninger, 1992;
Schraw, Bruning & Svoboda, 1995). With this in mind, it was hoped that aviation as a
topic, and more specifically for this study, the avoidance of mid-air collision during the
approach and landing phases of flight, qualified as a life-and-death issue. It was hoped the
focus on an actual cockpit system and some of the flight controls and methodology would
seem novel to the target population, as they would not have had any prior experience with
piloting commercial aircraft. In addition, it was hoped that the TeAS courseware, as
revised and simplified for this experiment, would prove interesting simply because of a
little residual complexity.
Deci (1992) suggested that competence-promoting topics or materials would
enhance interest. He also cautioned "that boosting perceived competence is not enough to
maintain or enhance intrinsic motivation and interest; the person must also experience a
sense of personal causation or self-determination with respect to his or her competence"

(p. 57).

The experimental instructional treatments were therefore given both an

expository segment and a practice segment. The practice segment, repeatable, and largely
user controlled, was designed to allow students the chance to experience growth and thus,
as Deci suggests, the feeling they had personally contributed to their increased
competence.
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The books youth chose to read provided another possible indicator of topics youth
found interesting.

Few analyses of youth literature and reading interests investigated

topics or themes that young readers found interesting (Poe, Samuels & Carter, 1995).
Researchers tended to build their own lists of topics and categories with rather broad or
fuzzy defmitions making comparisons between studies difficult. As a result, no definitive
list of topics of interest to students exists (Fronius, 1993). Although many lists did not
categorize books most often selected by young people, there were some that did. Among
those were lists published by the New York Public Library (1993), and the Minneapolis
Public Library (Peskorz, Camper, Ringquist, Nelson & Weiblen, 1993). Both included
sections containing aviation-oriented works that received high circulation among youth
they served.

In addition, non-categorized lists were reviewed and found to contain

aviation-related titles (Baines, 1994; Kaiser, 1995).
Others have successfully used aviation topics to attract and hold the interest of
'"

high school aged students. For example, reading lists seeking to promote women's career
issues have used aviation topics as a way of attracting young women to their cause. (Bettis
& Smith, 1994; Dordan & Nicholson, 1994).

Aviation, as a topic, has been used to

generate interest in algebra (Palmer, 1994), as the core focus of a magnet school in New
York City (Choonoo, 1993) and as part of a curriculum designed to attract students into

an elective disadvantaged gifted program (Goertz & Phemister, 1994). Although not
formally studied, the evidence was clear that others have found aviation topics to be of
interest to high school youth. It was therefore determined that there was evidence for the
existence of a broad situational interest in aviation topics among members of the target
population, an interest which could reasonably be expected to include the subject matter
chosen for use in the instructional treatments designed for this experiment.
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Ways to Increase Interest
Although a situational interest in aviation topics among the target population could
be assumed, the underlying reasons for the interest would differ with each individual (Hidi
& Anderson, 1992).

It was therefore thought important to adapt the content of

instruction and the context in which it was presented to as many known long-term student
interests as possible (Tobias, 1993).
One option for adapting the courseware to students' interest was to get them
involved and interested quickly. Nenniger (1992) found evidence of an interest feedback
loop. He stated that "content-specific motivation not only functions as a component in the
control of the learning process but is itself a function of the learning process" (p. 129).
Therefore, the more students studied a topic they found interesting, the more interested
they become in it. This may explain the observation that "high interest stimulates task
persistence" (Pressley, El-Dinary, Marks, Brown & Stein., 1992, p. 345). In other words,
once the cycle began and interest had begun to grow, students could be expected to show

an increased persistence in the targeted task or topic. So, the experimental treatment was
designed to capture students' interests right from the start with illustrative scenarios of
mid-air collisions and the dangers they represent, in hopes that the learning process could
benefit from the feedback loop effect with increased interest.
Research indicated differing effects on learning depended on the reason students
chose to study something (Deci, 1992; Nenniger, 1992; Pressley, et aI. , 1992). It was
found that best results were obtained when individuals studied something for their own
reasons at their own initiation, or autonomously (Deci 1992; Krapp, Hidi & Renninger,
1992). Subjects in this study were not forced to participate. Although learning was not of
the subjects' own initiation, it was of their own choice. Additionally, instruction and
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practice segments were designed with numerous opportunities for students to control
aspects of instructional and practice segments. It was hoped this would allow students a
reasonable sense of autonomy and add to overall interest in the treatment.
Deci (1992) also found that students showed greater interest and better outcomes
when they felt they were working for a purpose that had implications for them. Therefore,
the experimental treatment included in the orientation a reasoned explanation of how the
results of the study would benefit them as well as others in hopes of tapping into this
effect.
Deci (1992) further found that competence-promoting instruction and feedback
built interest in a given subject. The practice segments in the experimental treatments
were built to provide positive, instructive feedback. It was hoped that this would help
students develop a sense of competence in the skills taught in the treatment as their
performance improved, and thereby build interest.

'"

Another project found that teaching cognitive strategies (teaching methodologies
and algorithms for solving problems) enhanced outcomes (Pressley, et al. 1992). The
treatments presented a definite set of steps to be followed when resolving an impending air
traffic collision situation (Wicat, 1991). It was anticipated this too would add to the
overall interest in the treatment.
The strategy of using seductive details (memorable, interesting, loosely related, but
essentially unimportant bits of information) to make the main content more interesting has
been shown to be largely ineffective as a learning tool. It generally caused the wrong
things to be remembered and interfered with the targeted learning (Garner, et aI., 1992;
Wade, 1992). Likewise, strategies that pitted one student against another in competition
for extrinsic rewards tended to be viewed by students as controlling and undermined the
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broad positive effects of situational interest (Deci, 1992).

So these strategies were

avoided in the experimental treatments.
Krapp, Hidi & Renninger (1992) observed that the qualities generally associated
with good instructional design tended to increase interest. For example, text that was
structurally cohesive and well organized had been shown to result in higher recall rates
and enjoyment (Wade, 1992).

It was also found that integrating the application of

problem-solving strategies with demanding tasks while providing the proper amount of
support positively affected interest and outcomes (Pressley, et aI., 1992). Furthermore, it
was found that ease of comprehension and vividness combined to increase situational
interest. Indeed, 45% of the variance in perceived interest was accounted for by the ease
of comprehension and vividness exhibited in a given presentation (Schraw, Bruning &
Svoboda, 1995). Therefore, in order to ensure interest, every effort was made to build
and improve on the initial product design of the instructional material. Additionally, the
;;:,

user interface was completely overhauled, adding actual cockpit photo images and realistic
controls with the aim of capitalizing on the positive interest effects yielded by ease of
comprehension and vivid displays.
Deci (1992) observed that the negative interest effects of boring material can be
ameliorated through various strategies. Each strategy started with the acknowledgment
that participants may find the activity less than interesting. One strategy was to provide a
rationale for doing the activity anyway by explaining how it would benefit the individual.
Other strategies included minimizing the sources of pressure to complete the activity and
providing the choice of whether to complete the activity. The first strategy was selected
to try to increase interest for this experiment.

Part of the orientation included the

statement that "although we tried hard to make the presentation interesting, it is possible
[students] might find it a little boring." This was followed by a general explanation of the
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goal of the study and how it could benefit students subjected to interactive courseware in

the future.
Evidence has been presented for the presence of a situational interest in the
selected topic among members of the target population. Several methods for creating and
enhancing interest were identified from the literature, and application of those methods
were made to the experimental treatments.

There was every reason to believe that

applying these methods as just explained produced a fully functional experimental
treatment of appropriate difficulty and interest to the target population.

Indeed, exit

interviews of subjects conducted while verifying successful data capture revealed a mean
interest level of 7.3 on a scale of 1 to 10 where 10 represented very interesting and 1
represented very boring. No respondent submitted a rating of less than 4.
Based upon all of this it was felt safe to assume that the treatments were received
with a reasonable amount of interest by the subjects of the experiment. Ergo, it was also
felt safe to assume that the negative effects of disinterest had been controlled in the
experiment.

Hardware
The TCAS courseware was modified to run on a standard IBM/PC or compatible
hardware configuration and the Microsoft Windows operating system. That minimum
configuration included a standard VGA color display system capable of 640 pixels per line
ofresolution by 480 lines of resolution with each pixel capable of 256 possible on-screen
colors.

Internally, the configuration required at least an Intel 80486DX266 (or

compatible) CPU, 80 MB of available hard disk space, and at least 8 MB of RAM. Also
required was a headset connected to a SoundBlaster 16 (or compatible) digital audio
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output card.

A keyboard and mouse rounded out the system requirements (Wicat

Systems, 1991).
Several PC student stations that met the gIVen hardware requirements were
available at the selected school. This equipment was available in a computer laboratory
and provided an acceptable environment where subjects could receive educational
treatments involving the TCAS courseware (R. Felt, personal communication, March 17,

1997; J. O'Connor, personal communication, March 17, 1997).

Evaluation Instrument
The exams built into the TCAS courseware were inadequate for the needs of this
study(J. Robertson, personal communication, February 1,1994; Wicat, 1991). Theywere
modified to better measure performance on the objectives of the TCAS courseware
segments that were used as treatment material and to provide an adequate measure of the
effects under examination in this study (J. Robertson, personal communication, February
20,1997; D. Rogers, personal communication, April 7,1997).
Some of the laments over evaluations conducted in other audio vs. non-audio
comparative studies have been (a) lack of reliable measuring instruments, (b) lack of
consistency in skills assessed by the instruments, (c) testing delivered in a mode other than
the treatment delivery mode, and (d) length and sensitivity of the testing instruments
(Becker, 1992; Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Moldstad, 1974; Wilkinson, 1980; Yildiz and

Atkins, 1992).
In order to better ensure validity and reliability, the existing tests were modified,

then validated by a review of content experts for item validity (accuracy) and sampling
validity (coverage) (Gay, 1992). Weak areas detected in this process were re-worked and
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the procedure repeated until the experts were satisfied. This provided an assurance that
the instrument had a reasonable degree of content validity. Review by experts on the
target population and small group trials were used to determine internal consistency and
accessibility for the target population.
Results from the instrument were analyzed for reliability. SPSS, a widely accepted
computer-based statistical analysis package (Norusis, 1983, 1990) was used to calculate
Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha (a., also known as Coefficient Alpha and Cronbach's Alpha;
Cronbach, 1951, 1970;

Gay, 1992;

Guilford & Fruchter, 1978

Qualls, 1995).

Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha was selected for its ability to compare items that produced
scores other than binary results as well as those which produced the usual binary
correct/incorrect score (Cronbach, 1951, 1970; Gay, 1992; Guilford & Fruchter, 1978
Qualls, 1995). Data from the items in the evaluation instrument were separated by the
kind of results they produced. Binary (correct/incorrect) items were evaluated together,
i;o

and time latency data were evaluated together. The SPSS procedure reported an a. = .94
for the binary items and an a.

=

.90 for the time latency items. This was taken as evidence

that an appropriate level of internal consistency and rationale equivalence reliability had
been achieved (Gay, 1992; Isaac & Michael, 1981; Qualls, 1995).
Mayer and Anderson (1992) found significant differences in problem solving vs.
recall scores for the same aural treatment. In that study, problem solving scores produced
the more revealing findings.

This study attempted to build on this research by also

assessing results at a problem solving level through the use of high fidelity, scenario-based,
free-play simulations as assessment items.

Three simulations were presented to each

subject. Simulations were identical with regard to the number and kinds of general tasks
subjects were to complete, but were varied as to the scenarios and storylines used to lead
up to and present the tasks. Each simulation started with an enactment of an Air Traffic
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Control instruction, setting up the scenarIO under which the simulation was

fUll.

Computer generated events and student response events were tracked and stored along
with timestamp information for each event. Timestamps were generated by the computer
at a resolution of a quarter second (250 milliseconds). These simulation trace logs were
then evaluated to see if students exhibited appropriate actions in response to specific
events. The evaluation scores and specific time latency scores were tallied for each
simulation and analyzed.
Three general areas of interest were tracked in the simulations. First a general
competence was assessed by tracking how well students followed procedures taught in the
instructional treatment when prompted by situations contained in the simulation scenarios.
The second and third items measured reaction time to aural stimuli. The second tracked
each subject's reaction to a verbal aural cue encountered in the simulation.

The third

tracked reaction to a non-verbal aural indicator in a subsequent step of the interaction
£

sequence. As subjects proceeded through the simulation, each was required to release the
autopilot in preparation for executing an evasive maneuver.

With the release of the

autopilot, subjects immediately progressed to a step in the interaction where they were to
click one of two arrows which controlled the pilot's control stick. Subjects had been told
they were to accomplish this as quickly as possible in order to avoid a mid-air collision.
Clicking the forward facing arrow moved the stick forward and caused the aircraft to
descend. Clicking the back facing arrow had the opposite effect, increasing the aircraft's
rate of climb. The latency between the onset of the aural warning (the cue) and the release
of the autopilot (the reaction) was used to measure each subject's reaction to a verbal
aural stimulus. The latency between the time the subject released the autopilot and the
time the subject clicked on one of the stick control arrows was used to measure each
subject's reaction in the face of a non-verbal aural indicator. Of interest here, was the
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effect of the progress indicator, the Autopilot Release Alarm, which sounded immediately

upon release of the autopilot, the event which initiated this step of the interaction. The
alarm was a non-verbal, fast cycling siren which generated a ''whoop, whoop, whoop,
whoop" sound (Wicat, 1991).
In a number of comparative studies (Collett & Curry, 1971; Cooper, 1976;

Hofstetter, 1975; Hudson & Holland, 1992; Main, 1974; Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Saga,

1992; Stuck & Manatt, 1970; Tope, 1969; Vaughn, 1978), treatments were delivered via
the experimental means (lCW, audio-tutorial, etc.) and a more traditional means (print,
lecture, etc.). Evaluations were then conducted via a third means (a paper-and-pencil
test). It has been postulated that mixing delivery and testing modes in this manner may
have adversely affected one group more than another, thus confounding results (Greenhill,

1967; Moldstad, 1974; Wilkinson, 1980). To combat this possibility, all test items were
given on-line on the same computer station at which the instructional treatment was
"
administered. Additionally, the high fidelity, scenario-based, problem-solving, free-play

simulation test items were structured to operate as much like the practice exercises
included in the treatment as possible so as to provide as neutral an environment as possible
for both instructional treatment and testing.
Another goal in creating the evaluation instrument was to achieve appropriate
levels of sensitivity. It was important that the instrument be as precise and sensitive as
possible given the few, mixed, and misleading examples currently available in related
research (Greenhill, 1967; Wilkinson, 1980). Through trial and error during treatment and
test development it was determined that the testing apparatus (the computer station
described above) could reliably track simulation events at a resolution of a quarter second

(250 milliseconds). The computer could not reliably keep up with attempts to track events

any faster than that and was pro grammed to report a 0 second interval for any events
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occurring in less than a quarter second.

Observations at small group trials and an

examination of simulation timestamp data indicated that subjects rarely responded in less

than half-second (500 millisecond) intervals.

Additionally, a calibration item was

embedded within the instructional treatments for the sole purpose of eliciting each
subject's fastest response. Less than 17 % (23) of the subjects were able to achieve a
minimum response time of a half second or less when speed alone was the objective.
None of the subjects were able to achieve a response time of less than a quarter second.
As a result, it was determined that the resolution allowed by the experimental apparatus
would provide the desired level of sensitivity to accurately capture and represent each
subject's responses.

Analysis
Resulting simulation evaluation scores and selected response latency times were
collected and compared using a Two-way Analysis of Variance procedure. Scores were
either summed or, as in the case of elapsed time latency scores, were already scalar, and
met the criteria for interval-level data. The experiment was built on the model of the
completely randomized design as described by McClave and Dietrich (1991) and met the
data requirements of an analysis of variance. These requirements included (a) normal
probability distributions for the study population, (b) equivalent popUlation variances, and
(c) independently and randomly selected samples.

Given the sampling techniques and

population selection procedures outlined earlier, there was every reason to believe that the
third condition had been met (Byrkit, 1987; McClave & Dietrich, 1991). Examination of
the data revealed some fluctuation of the variance from cell to cell of the subdivided
population, but not enough to invalidate the results of the analysis of variance procedure
(KITk, 1995; Lewis, 1993; Zwick, 1993). The data were also examined for normality. In a
test suggested by Byrkit (1987), summed binary scores and latency scores were found to
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be within the tolerances suggested for a normal distribution both overall and for each
treatment. In addition, scores were found to be consistently distributed overall and cellto-cell.

That is, each distribution had approximately the same shape and other

characteristics -

another indication that the analysis of variance procedure would be an

appropriate tool for use in the analysis of these data (Byrkit, 1987; Gay, 1992; Isaac &
Michael, 1981; Kirk, 1995; Lewis, 1993; McClave and Dietrich, 1991; Zwick, 1993).
Scores and latency times were processed with Microsoft Excel 5.0 which included
computer-based statistical analysis routines (Microsoft Excel, 1993).

Programs and

analytical routines from the software package were used to perform all statistical
procedures.
The primary statistical test was an analysis of variance procedure. It consisted of a
two-way factorial procedure to analyze data from the nine treatment groups. The results
of the procedure Squares -

F-tests between the partitioned components of the Total Sum.of

were examined for results significant at the a = .05 level (Byrkit, 1987;

McClave and Dietrich, 1991). These F-tests indicated whether significant differences
existed between treatment means for each main effect narrative -

aural example and instructional

as well as differences produced by the interaction of the main effects (Byrkit,

1987; Kirk, 1995; McClave and Dietrich, 1991). Where differences were found, Fisher's
Protected t (Least Significant Difference or LSD) tests were conducted to determine
which means were significantly different (Gay, 1992; Kirk, 1995; Lewis, 1993; Zwick,
1993).
Kirk (1995), Lewis (1993), and Zwick (1993) each discussed the concern that
using multiple t-tests, even in the carefully controlled manner prescribed by the Fisher
procedure, at the established alpha level for the experiment -

in our case, a = .05 -
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might not contain Type I errors at that level. However, each also agreed that when the
variables describing each main effect were limited to three levels (k = 3), as was the case in

this experiment, the Fisher procedure would contain Type I errors at the established alpha
level (a = .05). Thus, in this special case, where k = 3, the Fisher Protected t was the more
powerful of the various commonly accepted mUltiple comparisons procedures available.
As such is was selected for use in determining which of the means produced the significant
results reported by the Analysis of V ariance procedure.

Conclusion
The data gathered from the Analysis of Variance and other procedures were
compiled and analyzed for support of the research and null hypotheses set forth in chapter

1. The results have been summarized, organized, and interpreted. Judgments were made
as to whether the data supported acceptance or rejection of the null hypotheses. This
presentation comprises Chapter 4, below (Gay, 1992; Isaac & Michael, 1981; McClave &
Dietrich, 1991).
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Chapter 4
Results

The increased availability and affordability of high fidelity integrated sound
production circuitry in personal computers has been accompanied in the interactive
courseware design world by sweeping claims of audio-induced enhanced educational
effectiveness (Barron & Kysilka, 1993; Buxton, 1989; Gaver, 1986; Piiia & Savenye,
1992). Little research has been done to test these claims, and what has been done has only
served to confuse the issue with both significant and non-significant fmdings (Allen, 1974;
Barron & Kysilka, 1993; Becker, 1992; Greenhill, 1967; Hofstetter, 1975; Hudson &
Holland, 1992; Kulik, Kulik & Bangert-Drowns, as cited in Haile, 1990; Sales &
Johnston, 1993; Schramm, 1973; Vaughn, 1978; Wilkinson, 1980; Yildiz and Atkins,
1992). One of the results of this study has been to point out the possibility that this may
be partly due to previous studies examining the mere presence of an auditory display as
opposed to how it was used (see chapter 2). Indeed, the human factors community has
long viewed the auditory display as a channel for many kinds of communication serving
multiple functions, instructional and otherwise (Arons, 1993; Baecker & Buxton, 1987;
Blattner, Sumikawa & Greenberg, 1989; Brewster, Wright & Edwards, 1993; Buxton,
1989; Cohen, 1993; Cohen & Ludwig, 1993; Edwards, 1989a, 1989b; Gaver, 1986, 1989,
1993; Gaver & Smith, 1990; Hindus, Arons, Stifelman, Gaver, Mynatt & Back, 1995;
Kantowitz & Sorkin, 1983; Mynatt & Edwards, 1992; Stifelman, 1995; Venolia, 1993 &
Wenzel, Gaver, Foster, Levkowitz & Powell, 1993). This study has sought to establish
this view of the auditory display in the instructional design world by illustrating and
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measuring differences in the effectiveness of selected ways the auditory display channel
can be used for instruction.
Two specific kinds of communication which assumed the educational functions of
instructional narrative and aural example were isolated for comparison across both the
auditory and visual displays (Gibbons, 1987; Gordon, 1969; Lauret & Wood, 1988). A
complete, self-contained, segment of interactive courseware was identified and modified
to present identical content but allow the instructional narrative and aural example
components to be displayed via the auditory display, the visual display, or both
simultaneously.
A 3 x 3 factorial post-test-only experimental design (Campbell & Stanley, 1966;
Isaac & Michael, 1981) was used to present nine interactive courseware treatments to a
group of 135 -

15 per cell- 11th and 12th grade public school students. Treatments

varied the display channels in which the instructional narrative and aural examples
appeared while holding all other aspects of the instruction constant (see table 9).
Evaluations were scenario-based, problem-solving simulation exercises which allowed
students to exercise what they had learned during the instructional treatments (Becker,
1992; Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Moldstad, 1974; Wilkinson, 1980; Yildiz and Atkins,
1992). Simulation trace records were evaluated for completion of specific tasks within
specified time limits.

The number of tasks completed successfully were tallied and

submitted along with selected response latency figures to two-way analysis of variance
procedures to identify whether differences in outcomes significant at the .05 level existed
between any of the treatments (Byrkit, 1987; Gay, 1992; Isaac & Michael, 1981; McClave
& Dietrich, 1991). Where differences were identified, the Fisher's Protected t test for

multiple comparisons (also known as Least Significant Difference -

LSD test) was used
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to isolate which factor-level combinations were significantly different (Kirk, 1995; Lewis,

1993; Zwick, 1993).

Data
The evaluation tool was a collection of three simulations which required the
subjects to utilize knowledge and skills acquired during the instruction and practice phases

of an instructional treatment (1. Robertson, personal communication, February 20, 1997;
R. Honaker, personal communication, April 5, 1997). The content of the instructional
treatment was a tutorial covering the proper use ofthe Traffic Collision Avoidance System

(TeAS) to avoid mid-air collisions with other aircraft in the vicinity (Wicat, 1991). The
tutorial contained expository instructional segments and practice sessions where skills
were learned and practiced.

Instructional pacing was placed under student control.

Practice segments consisted of several controlled exercises where students were guided
through assigned tasks and not permitted to advance until the task had been completed
properly. In addition, students could choose to repeat any portion of any instruction or
practice segment at any time.

A final practice session combined all elements of the

instruction and previous practice segments and was an exact copy of the simulations that
were used in the evaluation with two exceptions. First, instructional narrative and aural
examples were presented via the display configuration being tested.

Evaluation

simulations used a single configuration judged by the course creators as the configuration
that would yield the highest fidelity to an aircraft cockpit (J. Robertson, personal
communication, February 20, 1997). Second, each of the simulation exercises, the final
practice simulation session and the three evaluation simulations, each used a different
scenario and storyline to prompt for and practice or test the same skills.
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Each simulation exercise in the evaluation tool yielded a time/event trace log. The
log contained a time-of-day stamp accurate to the nearest second, an elapsed time counter
accurate to the nearest quarter second, and an event code. Event codes were of two
types, those generated by the computer and those generated by student input. Computer
generated codes included such messages as "Start," "End," and codes for the various
Traffic and Resolution Advisory messages generated automatically by the TCAS system.
The student input codes consisted of identifiers for which button was clicked.
Subjects were 11th and 12th grade students ofLehi High School, Lehi, Utah at the
time of the experiment. The study population was selected randomly from the student
body less those with reading comprehension levels below the 39th percentile as measured
on the Stanford Achievement Test (SAT8; Psychological Corp., 1989) administered
during the fall of subject's 11th grade year, previous aircraft piloting experience, or
handicaps that precluded use of the experimental apparatus.

Subjects were randomly

assigned to treatment groups and groups were randomly assigned to treatments.
Treatments were administered during the period of April 7 through May 2 1997. Lehi

High School made six identical computer stations in one of their computer laboratories
available for use in the study. Subjects were excused for one class period (70 minutes) to
attend a research session at the computer lab. After a brief, scripted orientation, subjects
were placed at the computer stations and logged into the system where they received the
experimental treatment followed immediately by the evaluation. All data were captured
automatically by the computer systems and verified before subjects were released to return
to their regularly assigned classes.
Simulation trace 10 gs were examined by the author to verify that students
completed several tasks that were common to all simulations.

These tasks included

whether the autopilot was released, whether it was released within the proper time
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window for the situation as it developed through the scenano, whether the student
attempted the evasive maneuver indicated by TCAS, and whether the student achieved and
held the TeAS-indicated vertical speed until an "all clear" message was sent. The number

of tasks completed was tallied for each exercise. This was used as a general indication of
how well the subject was able to perform the behaviors taught in the treatment.
The trace logs were also examined for selected latencies. The time between the
initial Traffic Advisory message and visual acquisition of the incoming aircraft was stored
as was the time between the autopilot release and the fIrst interaction with the aircraft
control stick.

These were timed events that subjects were to complete as quickly as

possible. The fIrst latency value indicated how quickly the subject responded to a verbal
aural indicator -

in this case, the Traffic Advisory message. The second value indicated

how quickly the subject continued the response sequence in the face of a non-verbal aural
progress indicator -

the autopilot release alarm.

In addition to trace 10 gs, the courseware tracked the start and stop time for each
subject taking the ICW tutorial segment -

the treatment -

which included all segments

except the evaluation. The stop time less the start time was saved as an indication of how
long it took the subject to complete the treatment.
As laid out in detail in Chapter 3, these data were then examined to verify that they
met the three assumptions behind the Two-way Analysis of Variance procedure (McClave
& Dietrich, 1991). As each subject was randomly selected and randomly assigned to a

treatment, the fIrst assumption was met. The second assumption was also satisfIed as the
variance of the distribution of responses associated with each treatment was found to be
close enough to that of the other treatment response groupings to be considered equivilent
(McClave & Dietrich, 1991). The third and final assumption 0 f normality was also met as
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the data from each treatment response grouping of each variable tested "normal" in a test
for normality suggested by Byrkit (1987, pp. 265-267).
With the data collected in this experiment having met the assumptions of the Twoway Analysis of Variance test, it was possible to use that test to examine each variable for
differences in treatment means significant at the a

=

.05 level.

Each variable was

partitioned into a 3 x 3 matrix corresponding to the treatment configuration under which
its data were collected. These matrixes were evaluated using the Two-way Analysis of
Variance procedure contained in the Microsoft Excel 5.0 statistical analysis package
(Microsoft Excel, 1993).

The output of each analysis was examined for significant

differences in distribution means associated with each main effect Narrative and/or Aural Example -

and any interaction effect.

Instructional

When a significant

difference was reported, the Fisher Protected t (also known as the Least Significant
Difference or LSD) test for Multiple Comparisons was used to isolate which factor-level
combinations were significantly different (Kirk, 1995; Lewis, 1993; Zwick, 1993).

Data Analysis
The frrst variable considered was the general learning indicator, score, derived
from the number of successfully performed tasks in each simulation. The results of this
analysis for the first simulation have been summarized in Table 12. The only test from this
analysis to yield a significant result was the test of the main effect, instructional narrative.
It produced an F ratio of 5.32, greater than the criterion value of F.o5

=

3.07. As a result,

a Fisher'S Protected t Multiple Comparisons test was conducted on the main effect of
instructional narrative (Kirk, 1995; Lewis, 1993; Zwick, 1993). The results have been
summarized in Table 13. One level was found to be significantly different than the other
two levels: levell, text only. As shown in Table 14, the mean score for text only was
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well below the mean scores for audio only and both text and audio. The test for the other
main effect, aural example, and the test for interaction effects produced F ratios less than
the

F.05

values established as criterion for significance in these tests.

Therefore, no

significant differences were observed between levels of the main effect aural example or

for interactions of the main effects.

Table 12
Two-way Analysis of Variance Results for Simulation 1 Score

df

SS

MS

F

Aural example

2

1.13

0.56

0.51

Instructional narrative

2

11.66

5.83

5.32**

Interaction

4

5.10

1.27

1.16

Source of Variation

MSE

** P < .01.

126

138

1.10
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Table 13

Fisher's Protected t Multiple Comparisons
Test Results for Instructional Narrative of
Simulation 1 Score

Instructional narrative

Description

Label

t

Text - Audio

1-2

2.92

Audio - Both

2-3

0.20

Text - Both

1- 3

2.72

**

**

** p < .01.

Table 14

Mean Values for Each Level of Instructional
Narrative of Simulation 1 Score

Text Only
(1)

2.56

Audio Only
(2)

3.20

Both
(3)

3.16
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The second variable considered was the general learning indicator, score, for
Simulation 2. The results of this analysis have been summarized in Table 15. None of the

tests from this analysis yielded a result significant at the a

=

.05 level. So, no significant

differences were observed between levels of either instructional narrative, aural example

or between the pairings derived from their various level-combinations.

Table 15

Two-way Analysis of Variance Results for Simulation 2 Score

df

SS

MS

F

Aural example

2

1.35

0.67

0.64

Instructional narrative

2

4.50

2.25

2.14

Interaction

4

2.16

0.54

0.51

126

132.80

1.05

Source of Variation

<::;

MSE

Note. No values were significant at an a

=

.05 level.

The third score variable provided a general learning indicator for Simulation 3. As
with Simulation 2, no differences were observed in any of the main or interaction effects
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that were significant at the a

.05 level.

The results of this analysis have been

summarized in Table 16.

Table 16
Two-way Analysis of Van"ance Results for Simulation 3 Score

df

SS

MS

F

Aural example

2

0.55

0.27

0.29

Instructional narrative

2

4.32

2.16

2.30

Interaction

4

5.99

1.50

1.59

126

118.40

0.94

Source of Variation

MSE

Note. No values were significant at an a

=

.05 level.

The next series of variables to be examined measured the delay -

or latency -

between the time the system issued a particular stimulus and the time the subject
responded with some kind of input. Latency scores were saved in quarter-second (250
millisecond) intervals. It was feared at this level of discrimination, that each individual's
skil1level at operating a computer mouse (the input apparatus) might confolmd the effect
this interaction was trying to measure. To eliminate this possibility, a calibration activity
was embedded in the treatment, which asked subjects to click the mouse on a series of six
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targets that were sequentially closer together.

The distances between the targets

corresponded to distances between the controls used in the simulation exercises. The
value of the subjects' smallest interval between clicks was saved and used as a calibration
index. An examination of this index for each subject revealed no cases with a value
smaller than a one.

The value of the raw calibration index was then modified by

subtracting one from each subject's calibration value. This yielded a value that could be
subtracted from each subject's latency scores to eliminate the confounding effects of handeye coordination and level of prior computer experience without producing a latency value
less than one.

This correction (the subtraction operation) was performed with each

latency score before submission to statistical analysis.
The fIrst latency variable to be examined measured the delay between the time the
TeAS system issued a Traffic Advisory and the time the subject began a response by
clicking on the region of sky where the approaching aircraft should be located. This task
;,"';

had been embedded in each of the simulation scenarios where each subject would
encounter it and be expected to successfully complete it. The subjects had been instructed
that this was a critical interaction which had to be completed as rapidly as possible. The
instructional treatment included some drill and practice interactions which required
subjects to successfully practice locating approaching aircraft. The variable name selected
to label this data was TA latency for Traffic Advisory latency. The analysis of TA latency
for Simulation 1 revealed a significant difference (a = .05) within the main effect, Aural
Example. Fisher's Protected t indicated a significant (a = .05) difference between the
levels of Text Only and Both Text aiid Audio. An examination of the means for each of
these levels revealed that the Text Only group had the longer latency. The results of these
analyses have been summarized in Tables 17 through 19. No significant differences were
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observed for the other mam effect, Instructional Narrative, or for any of the possible
interactions of mam effects.

Table 17

Two-way Analysis of Variance Results for Simulation 1 TA Latency

df

SS

MS

F

Aural example

2

2097.15

1048.56

3.08

Instructional narrative

2

65.13

32.56

0.10

Interaction

4

481.94

120.49

0.35

126

45553.26

340.55

Source of Variation

MSE
*p<.05.

*

~
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Table 18

Fisher 's Protected t Multiple Comparisons
Test Results for Aural Example of
Simulation 1 TA Latency

Aural Example

Label

t

Text - Audio

1-2

1.68

Audio - Both

2-3

0.74

Text - Both

1- 3

2.42

Description

*

* P < .05.

Table 19

Mean Values for Each Level ofAural Example
of Simulation 1 TA Latency

Text Only

Audio Only

(1)

(2)

Both
(3)

39.24

32.71

29.82
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Analysis of Variance procedures for TA Latency in Simulations 2 and 3 did not
produce any significant results at the a

=

.05 level. The results of these analyses have

been summarized in Tables 20 and 21.

Table 20

Two-way Analysis of Variance Results for Simulation 2 TA Latency

Source of Variation

df

SS

MS

F

Aural example

2

998.41

499.21

1.14

Instructional narrative

2

225.61

112.81

0.26

Interaction

4

960.03

240.01

0.55

126

54994.27

436.46

MSE

Note. No values were significant at an a

=

.05 level.
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Table 21
Two-way Analysis of Variance Results for Simulation 3 TA Latency

Source of Variation

df

SS

MS

F

Aural example

2

649.66

324.83

0.89

Instructional narrative

2

1401.66

700.83

1.92

Interaction

4

363.10

90.77

0.25

126

46111.73

365.97

MSE

Note. No values were significant at an a

=

.05 level.

TA latency was used to track the initial step in the evasive maneuver interaction.
Another variable, AP latency, was used to track a subsequent step in the interaction
sequence. As subjects proceeded through the simulation, each was required to release the
autopilot in preparation for executing an evasive maneuver.

With the release of the

autopilot, subjects immediately progressed to a step in the interaction where they were to
click one of two arrows which controlled the pilot's control stick. Subjects had been told
they were to accomplish this as quickly as possible in order to avoid a mid-air collision.
Clicking the forward facing arrow moved the stick forward and caused the aircraft to
descend. Clicking the back facing arrow had the opposite effect, increasing the aircraft's
rate of climb. The latency between the time the subject released the autopilot and the time
the subject clicked on one of the stick control arrows was given the label AP latency. Of
interest here, was the effect of the progress indicator, the Autopilot Release Alarm, which
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sounded immediately upon release of the autopilot, the event which initiated this step of
the interaction. The alarm was a non-verbal, fast cycling siren which generated a "whoop,
whoop, whoop, whoop" sound (Wicat, 1991).
The analysis of AP latency for the [lIst simulation has been summarized in
Table 22. One main effect, Aural Example, produced a result significant at the a
level. It had an F ratio of 3.45, greater than the criterion value of F.05

=

=

.05

3.07. So, a

difference was observed among the levels of aural example. The Fisher's Protected t
Multiple Comparisons test was used to isolate which factor-level combinations were
responsible for the difference (Kirk, 1995; Lewis, 1993; McClave & Dietrich, 1991;
Zwick, 1993). The Text-Only group latency was shown to be significantly (a = .05)
longer than either the Audio-Only or the Both-Text-and-Audio groups The results have
been summarized in Table 23 and 24.

Table 22
Two-way Analysis of Variance Results for Simulation 1 AP Latency

df

SS

MS

F

Aural example

2

237480.50

118740.30

3.62

Instructional narrative

2

44003.73

22001.87

0.67

Interaction

4

96444.93

24111.23

0.73

126

4137810.00

32839.77

Source of Variation

MSE

*p<.05.

*
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Table 23

Fisher's Protected t Multiple Comparisons
Test Results for Aural Example of
Simulation 1 AP Latency

Aural Example

Description

Label

t

Text - Audio

1- 2

1.99

Audio - Both

2-3

0.57

Text - Both

1-3

2.56

*
*

* p < .05.

Table 24

Mean Values for Each Level ofAural Example
of Simulation 1 AP Latency

Text Only
(1 )

Audio Only
(2)

Both
(3)

154.42

76.42

54.56
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The other main effect, instructional narrative, and the interaction effects produced
F ratios less than the

F.05

values established previously as criterion for significance.

Therefore, no significant differences were observed between levels of the main effect
instructional narrative or between any ofthe interactions derived from the main effects.
Two-way Analysis of Variance procedures were also performed for AP Latency in
Simulations 2 and 3. They did not indicate any differences in main or interaction effects
significant at the a

=

.05 level. The results of these analyses have been summarized in

Tables 25 and 26.

Table 25
Two-way Analysis of Variance Results for Simulation 2AP Latency

df

SS

Aural example

2

26061.17

13030.59

0.42

Instructional narrative

2

63790.33

31895.16

1.02

Interaction

4

36855.10

9213.77

0.30

126

3931067.00

31198.94

Source of Variation

MSE

Note. No values were significant at an a

=

MS

.05 level.

F
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Table 26

Two-way Analysis of Variance Results for Simulation 3 TA Latency

Source of Variation

I1a1Tative

MSE

SS

df

MS

2

33012.01

2

1209.99

4

6809.47

126

2866298.00

F

22748.40

Note. No values were significant at an a = .05 level.

to be examined .

The

subject to complete the treatment -

tracked the time

the

that is, the time each subject took to complete the

tutorial, including all instruction and practice segments.

The value was built by

subtracting the time the subject first entered the first frame from the last time the subject
exited the last frame. Begin and end values were stored in elapsed seconds since midnight,
their difference
effect it was
The
practice

,-,,,,,aF;~Ho'U

i'·""·,lt.Ii'c"Lu

converted to
measure was gIven
was entirely self-paced
a correct

operation. The

the

time-in-instruction.
two exceptions.
they would

to
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continue to the next frame. Second, simulations were paced by the computer system for
reasons of fidelity -

that is, simulation events, such as an aircraft traveling along a

heading, require a specific, measured amount of time to progress through the scenario
from here to there, just as they do in real life. All instructional activities required subjects
to click a "next" button to continue. All frames included a "back" button that would send
the presentation to the previous frame or activity in the tutorial. A "play" button would
play or replay animation or aural examples.

A "repeat" button would replay the

instructional narrative (when present in aural form). Subjects were given full control of
the pace of instruction. They could move through the tutorial as quickly or as slowly as
they desired.
When time-in-instruction was examined via a Two-way Analysis of Variance, the
F-ratios observed for main and interaction effects were below that of the criterion value
established for this experiment (ex = .05). So, no significant differences were observed.
The results of this analysis has been summarized in Table 27.
Findings

Four related groups of analyses were conducted in this experiment.

First,

differences in general learning scores were examined. Second, the latency effects of aural
indicators were analyzed. Third, interaction effects between the factors of Aural Example
and Instructional Narrative in each of the foregoing analyses were investigated. Last, the
time required to complete the instruction was examined. The findings from each of these
analyses have been presented below.
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Table 27
Two-way Analysis of Variance Results for Time in Instruction

df

SS

MS

F

Aural example

2

94.99

47.49

1.09

Instructional narrative

2

187.24

93.62

2.16

Interaction

4

83.55

20.89

0.48

126

5468.69

43.40

Source of Variation

MSE

Note. No values were significant at an a

=

.05 level.

General Learning

The results of three simulation exercises were examined. Scores were composed
of the number of critical tasks completed within each simulation.

Each simulation

contained the same four critical tasks, presented via different scenarios. Mean simulation
scores were examined for differences (a = .05) assignable to the treatment each group
received. The results of the fIrst simulation differed from those of the second and third.
In the fIrst simulation, a significant difference was found between the scores of
those who received their instructional narrative via the visual display only and those who
received their instructional narrative by way of either the auditory display or both the
auditory and visual displays. Both differences were significant at greater than the a = .01
level. There was no significant difference between the scores of those who received their
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instructional narrative by way of the auditory display and both displays. Here the null
hypotheses could be rejected and the alternative hypotheses accepted.

Those who

received their instructional narrative by way of the auditory display, whether in
combination with the visual display or not, scored significantly higher than those who
received it by way of the visual display alone.
No significant difference was found between the scores of those who received their
aural examples via visual display approximations, the auditory display or both. Display
channel made no difference when aural examples were isolated and examined alone. The
null hypothesis could not be rejected. Each display configuration proved just as effective
as the other.
Likewise, no interaction effects were found between instructional narrative and
aural example with respect to the various display configurations. The null hypothesis was
not rejected. The way aural examples were displayed had no effect on instructioI1al
narrative, and vice versa.
The second and third simulations produced no significant differences between any
pair of treatments or groups of treatments. Even the visual-display-only effect observed
for instructional narrative in the first simulation, significant at the a

=

.0 I level, produced

no significant differences at the less stringent a = .05 level in either the second or third
simulation. Once again, none of the null hypotheses of no difference between means could
be rejected based on the observations made in the second and third simulations.
Verbalvs. IVan-Verbal
Aural Indicators

Two variables were tracked through three simulations in order to measure the
differences in mean response time -

latency -

which existed for each experimental
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treat menL 'I'he flrst

TA latency, measured response

for each

from

the time the system issued its fIrst aural indicator, a Traffic Advisory verbal aural warning,
to
variable,

the subject responded

clicking a location

latency, measured the

between clicking

screen.
autopilot

second
button,

which sounded the autopilot release alarm and the flrst click to move the pilot's control
stick after clearing
in the

alarm.

This represented the flrst non-verbal
procedures were conducted at

;)UIIU",tUV

indicator
established

alpha level of .05 to determine whether the delivery channel made a difference in latency
scores.

Results from the flrst simulation differed from those of the second and third
ofTA latency

Findings

presented fiTst, f()llowed by

fmdings from the AP latency experiment.
the first

a

difference was

between

latencies

of those who were presented with aural examples via the visual display only and those
who

their

by

both the visual

auditory

The

difference m T A latencies between those who received their aural examples via the visual
display only and those who got them through the auditory display only was noticeable, but
not

significant (a = .05).

other comparison,

display

vs. both

auditory and visual displays, was clearly non-significant. It was possible to reject the null
hypothesis in this experiment, indeed a signiflcant difference had been found, however, the
alternative hypothesis

not

produced results clearly different from

accepted, as there

not one treatment that

of the other treatments. All that

be said is

that using both displays produced smaller T A latencies than using the visual display alone.
other

in the fIrst

yielded

significant

differences (a = .05). TA latencies did not differ significantly with regard to the channel
through which instructional narrative was displayed. Nor were any interaction effects
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observed between specific combinations of instructional narrative and aural example with
regard to display channel. None of the null hypotheses for these comparisons could be
rejected.
The second and third simulations produced no significant (a = .05) differences
between any of the treatments with respect to T A latency. The null hypotheses tested in
these comparisons could not be rejected.
The second latency variable to be tracked was given the name AP latency. It was a
measurement of reaction time in the face of a non-verbal, aural, progress indicator, the
autopilot release alarm. Configurations which included presentation of aural examples by
way of the auditory display produced significantly (a = .05) faster AP latencies in this
experiment. As a result is was possible to reject the null hypothesis with regard to aural
example and display channels and accept the alternative hypothesis that displaying aural
examples via the auditory display would produce faster latency scores.
AP latencies were unaffected by the variations in the display of instructional
narrative. That is, no significant (a = .05) differences in AP latency scores were found
when they were examined against display channel assignments for instructional narrative.
In this case the null hypothesis could not be rejected. Likewise no differences could be

found in the interactions between instructional narrative and aural example. Here too the
null hypothesis could not be rejected.
In the second and third simulations, no significant (a = .05) differences were found

in any of the comparisons. None of the null hypotheses tested in these simulations could
be rejected.
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Independence of Main Effects

No significant (a = .05) differences were found in any of the tests for interaction
effects conducted among the variables examined in this study. In addition, when one main
effect, either instructional narrative or aural example, was shown to be significantly
(a = .05) affected by display channel assignment, the other main effect remained

significantly (a = .05) unaffected and vice versa. As a result the "null" hypothesis of
interaction between these variables could be rejected. On the strength of these results it
was also possible to accept the research hypothesis of independence between the main
factors examined this study.
Elapsed Time

The last portion of this experiment examined the time required to complete
instruction.

This included all time spent in the tutorial portion of the experimenlal

treatment.

When examined for significant (a = .05) differences assignable to various

treatment configurations or interactions, none could be found.

As a result, the null

hypothesis could not be rejected with regard to time in instruction.
Summary of Results

Three simulations were presented to each subject. Simulations were identical with
regard to the number and kinds of general tasks subjects were to complete, but were
varied as to the scenarios and storylines used to lead up to and present the tasks. The first
simulation produced significant differences in key areas of concern to this study. The
second and third simulations produced no significant differences. Table 28 summarizes
these findings. No significant (a = .05) difference was found in the time subjects required
to complete the instruction with respect to any of the independent variables.

Table
SUmnlalJ of Findings

Simulation

2

3

nsd

nsd

nsd

nsd

nsd

nsd

nsd

Both < Visual *

nsd

nsd

Variable label Independent Variable
General outcome
Score

Instmctional narrative

Aural example

Reaction time
TA latency

Instructional narrative
Aural example
time in the

AP latency

Instructional narrative
Aural

Aural>
Both>
nsd

initial aural

aural
nsd
Aural <
Both <

cue

indicator
nsd

nsd

nsd

nsd

Note. All tests conducted at a = .05. No interaction effects were observed in any test.
Aural = presented via auditory display only; Visual = presented via visual display only;
Both = presented via both visual and auditory displays; nsd = no significant difference.

**

* p<
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

The question examined in this experiment was complex in that several inquiries had
to be

"'VJ..l,"n'v"~u

was whether

address the issues

question. The

presentation of computer-based Instructional materials

auditory

make a difference

On the surface

reasonable

question. Indeed

literature revealed

the

examining just that, the effectiveness of audio-based instruction in various formats (lCW,
Audio-tutorials, etc.) versus other non-audio-based formats. The results were mixed (see
Chapter 2).

A broader review of displays and communication suggested another

perspective.

1983; Lauret

Gibbons (1987)

(Alessi & Tro llip ,

1988; Mayer

1992; Sales &

993;

Wilkinson, 1980; Yildiz & Atkins, 1992) proposed a division of the instructional process
into specific communications, each serving a particular educational purpose or function
such as narrative, example, rule, and the like.

They further suggested these

communications/functions should each be handled in a consistent way on the visual
display,
graphic
controls

an identically-looking
same location
the same locations

in a consistent
the screen, identical
to screen, and

they viewed the visual display as having several sub-channels (particular regions on the
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screen; specific uses of color, shapes, and objects; or particular modalities of
presentation). Research from the Human Factors community suggested a similar depth
and sub-channel capacity in the auditory display (Arons, 1993; Baecker & Buxton, 1987;
Blattner, et a1., 1989; Brewster, et a1. 1993; Buxton, 1989; Cohen, 1993; Cohen &
Ludwig, 1993; Edwards, 1989a, 1989b; Gaver, 1986, 1989, 1993; Gaver & Smith, 1990;
Hindus, et a1., 1995; Kantowitz & Sorkin, 1983; Mynatt & Edwards, 1992; Stifelman,
1995; Venolia, 1993; Wenzel, et a1., 1993). Yet with all the research and published
thought into functional applications of both the auditory and visual displays, no research
could be found which tested these tenets directly, let alone test them with instructional
content or in an educational setting.
In the face of this discovery, the first area of inquiry became confrrming the multi-

functional, multiplexed nature of both visual and auditory displays.

IdentifYing which

communications/functions were more effectively conveyed via which display became a
subordinate task, dependent upon the outcome of the fIrst inquiry.
In order to address both issues at once, two specific, well defIned kinds of

communication, each filling a specific educational function which could reasonably be
presented via either display, were isolated and studied. They were at once examined for
signs of independence or dependence and for whether they produced better scores more
quickly when presented via one display channel or another.
The educational functions of instructional narrative and aural example were
selected for study in a two-way factorial posttest only experiment (Campbell & Stanley,
1966; Isaac & Michael, 1981). The Wicat (1991) TCAS ICW was selected as the basic
experimental treatment and modified to present its instructional narrative via either the
visual display in a text block of consistent size, color, position, font, etc., the auditory
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display as playback of pre-recorded narration, or both. The courseware was also modified
to offer its aural examples via either the visual display as comic book-like approximations
of sound effects, the auditory display as playback of recordings of the actual sounds, or
both.

Nine versions of the courseware, configured for each possible educational

function/display configuration, were presented, one each, to nine different randomly
selected groups of 15 11th and 12th grade public school students. The

lew allowed

students control over pacing, tracked time in instruction, and evaluated what was learned
through three simulation exercises which measured how well students followed the
specific procedures for maneuvering their aircraft away from potential mid-air collision
situations as taught in the instruction. Evaluation exercises simulated the view from a
commercial aircraft cockpit, selected visual and aural cockpit indicators and selected
controls. The simulations tested students' ability to complete identical procedures and
obtain identical goals while varying the scenarios which led up to and prompted the
procedures. Simulation trace records were evaluated for successful completion of
tasks -

an overall score -

indicators -

~y

and the time required to respond to specific aural cues and

specific response latencies. Time in instruction was also evaluated.

These data were evaluated via a two-way analysis of variance procedure (Byrkit,
1987; Gay, 1992; Isaac & Michael, 1981; McClave & Dietrich, 1991). Results found
significant at a level greater than a = .05 were evaluated further with the Fisher's
Protected t (LSD) procedure (Kirk, 1995; Lewis, 1993; Zwick, 1993) to determine which
differences between means were significant (a = .05). Findings were reported in Chapter
4 and summarized in Table 28.
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Conclusions
From the fmdings reported in Chapter 4, it was possible to draw five specific
conclusions. A discussion of each has been presented below.

Independence of aural example
and instructional narrative
The flIst conclusion to be drawn from the findings of this study was the apparent
independence of the specific kinds of communication that took on the educational
functions of instructional narrative and aural example. When Simulation 1 scores were
examined, it was found that presenting instructional narrative by way of the auditory
display yielded significantly (p < .01) better scores than when it was presented via the
visual display alone. However, the examination of aural example in the same analysis
produced no significant (a = .05) differences.

Conversely, when specific response

latencies from the same simulation were examined, those who received their aural
examples by way of the auditory display did significantly (p < .05) better, while the
display through which students received their instructional narrative had no effect
(a = .05) on latency scores. Perhaps an even more telling finding was the distinct lack of
interaction effects in any of the analyses conducted as part of this study. No significant
(a = .05) differences were found in any of the tests for interactions between instructional
narrative and aural example.

From this it was concluded that aural example and

instructional narrative were independent phenomena. This supported the premise that
instruction is composed of separate and distinct kinds of communication which serve
distinct educational functions within the whole that has come to be known as
"instruction." It further supports the notion that computer displays, both auditory and
visual are each multi-functional, capable of displaying separate and distinct independent
communications designed to fill specific educational functions in a multiplexed fashion. At
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the very least, each was capable of successfully displaying instructional narrative and aural
example independently and/or simultaneously.

Instructional narrative better
via the auditory display
It was found in results from the fIrst simulation that students who received their

instructional narrative via the auditory display did better than those who received their
instructional narrative via the visual display alone. It did not matter whether students
received their instructional narrative via just the auditory display or by way of both visual
and auditory displays, they did much better (p < .01) than those who received their
instructional narrative via the visual display alone.

It was concluded that using the

auditory display for conveying instructional narrative improved students' ability to
perform the procedures taught in the leW. Based upon this conclusion and the closeness
to which the Lehi High School resembled the national norm, it was considered very likely
that these results would hold for the population at large. It was also considered likely that
using aural instructional narrative would improve outcomes in similar 1cinds of leW, i.e.,
those where procedures are taught and students were evaluated via problem-solving
exercises. Indeed, these fIndings support Mayer and Anderson's (1992) contention that
listening to the instructional narrative while watching the complex graphics which were the
subject of the learning helps students concentrate on the content itself, not the
communications meant to convey the content. Additionally, it was considered possible
that the effect might be broader, in that it would hold for leW focusing on learning other
than procedural learning and with other than problem-solving evaluations. However, each
of these hypotheses would have to be tested suffIciently before fIrm conclusions could be

drawn.
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Aural example better via both displays
It was found in the [lIst simulation that students who were taught with aural

examples by way of both the auditory and visual displays in most cases were able to
respond more quickly to the initial occurrence of aural cues than those who were taught
with aural examples delivered by way of the visual display alone. Where reaction speed in
the presence of a non-verbal progress indicator (the autopilot release alarm) was involved
it did not matter whether the students received aural examples by way of the auditory
display alone or via both auditory and visual displays, they reacted faster (p < .05) than
those who had been taught with aural examples delivered by way of the visual display
alone. When reaction speed in response to a verbal aural cue "traffic, traffic" sounded on the cockpit sound system -

the pre-recorded phrase,

was examined, it was found that

students who were taught with aural examples delivered via both the auditory and visual
displays were significantly faster (p < .05) than those who were taught with aural
examples delivered via the visual display alone.

Those who were taught with aural

examples delivered via the auditory display alone did better than those who were taught
with aural examples presented through the visual display, but the difference was not
significant at the established a

=

.05 level.

It was concluded that using both the auditory and visual display to convey aural

examples was more effective than using the visual display alone. In the case of non-verbal
content, it was further concluded that even using the auditory display by itself to present
\

,i' l

aural examples was more effective than 'using the visual disp~ay alone. Because of the
nature of the experimental population and the design of the experiment, it was thought
likely that these conclusions could be generalized to the population at large. It was also
considered likely that these conclusions could be generalized to leW of all sorts, not just
courseware that was procedure and problem-solving oriented.

However, these

1
generalizations would

to be

by

experimentation before fIrm

conclusions could be drawn.
difference between verbal
however

reflection,

non-verbal latency results
makes perfect sense. It is

fIrst seems
easy

represent and interpret spoken words visually; just consider the text on this page, the "text
balloons" used in cartoons, and so forth (Gold, 1988; Gordon, 1969). However, it is not
so

represent

sounds

words or

consider

of a police

sIren. Even the Batman's comic book 'biff,' 'b1am,' and 'pow' are open to a fair amount
of variation in interpretation (Gold, 1988). In light of this, it becomes easy to understand
why

pf(~senting

aural

'V",c,~~a"..,

via the

display

would be

for non-

verbal aural examples but not as effective ior verbal aural examples.
Auditory displays do not
time in

No difference (a = .05) was the finding with regard to the time required to
complete instruction under different auditory and visual display confIgurations. Although
no

were made

adding the

no losses

elements

were encountered either. It is important to note that the

leW treatment

used in this

experiment allowed students to determine their own pacing, and so may not be
geIler'2tl12:ab.le to instances

lew where

a result it was concluded that the

computer/desigllcr determines

pacmg.

considered addition of instructional narrative

andlor aural examples via an auditory display to student self-paced lew neither increased
nor

the
effect

required to
by Barron

the instructional
Kysilka (1

addition

Unlike
under

conditions imposed by this study, had no effect on the time required for instruction.
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Additional exposure and practice can
compensate for the lack of an auditory display

The findings were clear and unequivocal, significant results were found only in the
fIrst simulation where initial exposure to the evaluation environment took place.
Subsequent simulations produced no significant differences -

anywhere. It is true that

the aural cues and indicators were short and decidedly not complex. Indeed, that was one
of the reasons for selecting this particular piece of courseware for use in this experiment.
It was desirable that the aural content be easy to learn and easy to learn quickly, so as to

afford the maximum results with the least amount of effort on the part of the SUbjects. It
was apparent from these results that this objective was achieved.

Exposure to one

instance of the target sounds and the evaluation environment was enough to put all groups
on equal footing for the remaining simulations, regardless of the way they were exposed to
the aural examples or instructional narrative contained in their version of the treatment.
The conclusion reached from this serendipitous fmding was that a little extra practice with
the procedure that was the instructional content and/or exposure to true sonic aural
examples can rapidly make up for any deficiencies that may have resulted from the effects
of a visual-only display system. Indeed, just as a picture is worth a thousand words, so it
turns out, is a sound worth more than any number of carefully crafted descriptions.
Implications: Guidelines
for lew developers

The results of this study have direct implications for courseware designers and
developers. First, when aural content is added to courseware, care should be taken to
design the presentation of that content so as to fill specific independent educational
functions such as narrative, illustration, and the like. Then the specific presentations of
aural content that fill each specific educational function may be routed through the display
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systems in
that particular

has been proven
\..UI.lvUU\';HlU

In

function.

instructional narrative,

was the auditory display.

tilling

of delivery proven

It was also shown that routing the instructional narrative

through both the auditory and visual displays produced similar results.

Routing

instructional narrative through the visual display alone proved significantly (a. = .01) less
effective than using the auditory display. The order of preference, then, according to the
results of
display
display alone.

displaying

would be:

the auditory

and a distant

visual

recommendations

of support from

of

studies examining the general question ofthe effectiveness of audio over visual delivery of
the core communications classified in this study as instruction (Hofstetter, 1975; Lorge,
1964; Mayer & Anderson, 1992; Meleca, 1968; Stuck & Manatt, 1970; Vaughn, 1978;
Wiener, 1991).
In

auditory
examples

example,
displays proved most
by whether their

delivery of examples

the

.05) in all cases.

aural

verbal or non-verbal,

of

=

non-verbal aural examples by way of just the auditory display was also found to be more
effective than presenting them by way of the visual display alone. So, according to the
results of this study, the order of preference for display channel assignment for aural
examples would be: first, both auditory and visual displays; second, the auditory display
alone; and

display alone.
with relevance to

and developers

with

the effect of exposure to and practice with aural cues and content. When auditory displays
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are not available for instruction of material focusing on aural content, displaying aural
content through the visual display, and then providing for exposure to the target sounds in
the form of additional practice with the sounds present can compensate for the lack of
exposure during the instruction. And according to the results of this study, the exposure
need not be extensive. A single run-through was enough to bring those who did not hear
the actual sounds or narrative up to speed with those who did hear them throughout the
instruction.
A final issue with implications for

lew designers and developers has to do with

time in instruction. In this study, no significant (a = .05) differences were found in the
time students required to complete the instruction, regardless of which display
configuration was used. However, in the

lew used in this

study, students were given

complete control over their own pacing, with the exception that they had to provide
correct responses to embedded practice items in order to continue. So, in instances where
students control their own pacing, the addition of auditory displays of audio-based
instructional narrative and/or aural examples did not seem to increase the time students
required to complete the instruction. In other words, from a time standpoint, there does
not appear to be any decrease in effectiveness resulting from the carefully focused addition
of appropriate aural elements to courseware.
Recommendations

Based on the findings and conclusion of this study, several recommendations
suggest themselves. First, given the improved performance obtained from the use of the
auditory display for such critical educational functions as instructional narrative and aural
example, it is recommended that lew delivery stations include audio capabilities whenever
possible. Institutions which purchase new

lew delivery equipment

should require the
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inclusion of digital audio capabilities in all new stations. Those with existing equipment
should consider upgrading to include digital audio capabilities. Designers and developers
of leW should include aural components, in all new development and newly repurposed
training and educational leW materials, especially where problem-solving activities are
included.

It is further recommended that courseware designers and developers make

extensive use ofthe auditory display for presenting instructional narrative, as it has proven
itself a much more effective way to convey instructional narrative in situations such as the
one considered here where content of an aural nature is involved.
It is also recommended that whenever aural examples are called for, designers and

developers should design and develop their courseware to present the recorded sounds
that are the aural examples through the auditory display along with a coordinated graphic
display approximating the sounds on the visual display. That was the format shown to
achieve the best/fastest results in this study.
The finding from this study with perhaps the greatest implications for leW
designers and developers is the confirmation of the independence of the various
constituent kinds of communication that comprise a complete instructional package. It is
now known that the communications that comprise the educational function of
instructional narrative behave differently than do those communications that fill the roll of
the educational function of aural example. Each performs best under somewhat different
conditions and display configurations.

It is therefore recommended that courseware

designers and developers plan their instructional presentations carefully, considering the
educational function each communication is to serve, and develop an implementation plan
which assigns communications serving each specific educational function to the display
mode and configuration which is most appropriate and effective for that function. In other
words, be cognizant of each educational function, and how it is most effectively presented.
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Then design and build courseware by assembling various elements -

communications -

that serve those specific functions taking care to design them to capitalize on the strengths
of the display channel through which they will be displayed. And lastly, make sure those
communications are presented via the most effective display channel combinations
available. Hopefully, this will have the effect of injecting a little more science into the high
art of designing effective courseware.
The final recommendation suggested by this study is that additional research and
experimentation be conducted.

Several areas of inquiry suggested themselves.

First,

additional research should be conducted to validate the results obtained in this study.
Second, further research into the use of auditory displays to convey instructional narrative
in various kinds of leW would reveal whether the effects observed in this study hold for
other instructional applications. Third, further research into the display of verbal vs. nonverbal aural cues and examples may claritY the best way to display each to greatest effect.
Fourth, additional research into which display configurations may be used to best effect ill
conveying the communications that serve educational functions other than instructional
narrative and aural example would provide valuable information to leW designers and
developers. For example, it would be helpful to know how to most effectively present the
communications that have been classed as navigational aids or commands, to name a few.
This would re-confrrm and amass further evidence into the nature of each separate
educational function, its own educational application and preferred channel( s) for delivery.
Fifth, determining which tactics and presentation techniques work best on which display
would help the leW designer and developer to design better, more effective courseware,
and to use the auditory display to best effect. This, in turn would help leW designers and
developers fulfill the expectations the educational community has placed on the audioenabled computer as the next ultimate instructional device (Baecker & Buxton, 1987;
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Barron

Kysilka, 1

. Blattner et

. Brewster

1993;

989; Gaver,

1986,1989, 1993; Pifia & Savenye, 1992; Yildiz & Atkins, 1992).

At the conclusion of this study, some observations seemed in order.
Some of the
expected

of this study were somewhat surprising to

find some interaction

and display channel configuration.

between

narrative,

researcher.
example,

Severin (1967) suggested the possibility that

information arriving through more than one input channel, both eyes and ears in this case,
would

and

(Barron

1980), However, in

1993;

case, the opposite was found. Indeed, none of the interaction statistical measures would
have been considered significant at the more generous a = .10 level either. Clearly the
case
aural

independence of auditory
V£~,u.u,f'~'"

with res,nel::l to each

visual displays

instructional narrative

strong.

Another result that seemed somewhat surprising was how quickly the differences
the outcomes of the first simulation

with

to the

cues and controls in the testing environment. In every case, with every measurement, the
differences in outcomes decreased dramatically in the results of the second and third
No
with the

differences

observed

of the various measurements

and third simulations.

significant outcomes were

observed in the first simulation. The simulations each measured the same things and had
been

to be highly reliable (Chronbach's Coefficient

a=

the time

items).

Therefore the

attributed to exposure to the content and interface. Students -

.94 for
ill

items
had to

these students at least -

have

to be

resilient

comes to learning.

a little

can

a long way.
another

the

of the effect

by

channel

instructional narrative in this study was striking. It was striking for a number of reasons.
First, it was striking for its magnitude, especially when compared to the other effects
in this

(mean scores were 0.6 points -

-

higher

the mean

visual only score). Second, it was striking for its consistency. Both auditory only and
combined auditory and visual implementations showed a similar magnitude of difference
over
a

visual only imp1ementation
and 15%

instructional

(0.64

points -

respectively). Third, it was striking for its similarity to the

rather pronounced effect observed by Mayers and Anderson (1992) who examined the use
of

auditory

with

and problern-solvmg activity.

it was

striking for the contrast it exhibited when compared to findings from other studies where
of

the

elements

on-line instructional materials

little or no

significant difference (Barron & Kysilka, 1993; Calvert, et al., 1989; Wiener, 1971).
Clearly, additional research is warranted into the reasons for the disparity in these [mdings.
The strength

results

in this study

one to

why

others found little or no significant difference in their studies. A detailed comparative
examination of the variables, study design, treatments, and evaluation instruments used in
each ofthese

would

informative. Mayers

Anderson (1

found their

positive results with problem-solving instructional material, as did this study. The other
experiments (Barron & Kysilka, 1993; Calvert, et aI., 1989; Wiener, 1971) should be
closely

determine how

problem-solving content was

in theIr

experimental treatments and evaluations. They should also be examined for the overall
quality of the instructional treatment as well as the academic level of their target
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population,

informative to

mentioned

for problem-solving

the target

and the overall

just

study in concert
VVLU>-AJlC.

aural content,

instructional

of
"',",>'F,",

and

implementation. In general, it would seem appropriate in the face of the results of this
study and the available research that implementations of aural instructional narrative be
examined for effectiveness at all levels. Indeed, the next question to be addressed should
be whether it was the presence of the problem-solving learning and evaluation or the extra
care it tak es

problem-solving

evaluation that caused

seen

in both this

Mayer and Anderson's

study. That can only

by

review of the

experimentation,

may

Gordon (1969)

30 years ago,

the suggested
still be

effectiveness has more to do with the quality of the instruction than the medium through
which it was presented.
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'lotal Training Solutions
Rohic PattI

31 March 1994

J.. -in~ ?~o id">/ t
(,t:nrrIJ , ,\::H!rlgt'!

David Lauret
198 E. Ri dge R d.
Orem, VT 84057
Dear David,
P lease feel fr ee to use Wicar's Traft1c Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS)
com ~eware jur your reSt'a rch on the effects of audio on learning.
You may use and distribute all or any part of the product fo r the purposes of your ,ru dy
You may also modifY t he courseware and publish and distribute printed g rap hics anc
transcripts of the course\vare te>-=t and narration as required for the dissernination of
research results. You may also usc and distribute the WISE authoring and nmtime
software packages with the TCAS package, as it is required to run the courseware.
Wicat will retain ownership of the WISE software and TCAS courseware, including any
modifications you may make. Further distribution of the software or courseware for
other than research or evalu ation purposes mll st be authorized by Wicat Systems Inc , ,1
Jostcns Learning Company.
P lease keep us informed Of YOLlf progress. We will be interested to see the t:omplt'h;d
study results.

Yours truly,

Rohit P atel
Vice Presid ent and Managing Director

1875 S. State Street, Orcm, UT 8405R

•

801-223-3333 x3378

•

Fax 80 1-223-35 13
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ALPINE SCHOOL DISTRICT
575 NORTH 100 EAST. AMERICAN FORK. UTAH 84003·1158 (801) 756-8464
FAX NUMBER: (SOl) 756·&490

FRANK L. CAMERON, PH.D., DIR ECTOR - RESEARCH & EVALUA nON

FROM
DA'l'P,

SUBJECT

REQUEST TO CONDUCT RESEARCH AT LEHI HIGH SCHOOL

Dav i d La ure t

i s a doctor al stUde n t

at t h e

S C hOO ]

or Comput e:'

;wd In {or ma tion Sci e r. c€s a t Nova Sout:he as t.e rn Un l versi ty in f'ort
Lau d e rda le , Flo rida . He would l i ke t o study t he ef f e c ts o f a
c omou\..er-pres ente d ~rr<J ( f i ~ CoJ 1 i sion ,l>,vo idance Syste m on 1 50 Le i'-. .i
High Sc hool stUdents.
T l1C computer program which he us e s wi.11
a lso asse s s the c ffp.cts of t he instructlon, und the c n t.ire
p rogram will not r equire mor e than 6 0 mi nute !:>"

Alth ough Da v i d wil l acc e s s Stanford H scores f or the jU' l or ~
who take thi s i n s t r u ction, t he~e ddta wi l l be used oilly f or
select ion a nd v e r iticat ion of stra t i fied r a n domi z at i on.
They
wi l l not L,e ma i nt ai n e d as part o£ the n'!sea r c h, and R & E will
hel p him access these dat ~ .
1 b e li eve that th is progr a m cou ld have e ventual merit a s
pa rt o f a dr~ v e r e du cation /trai ni ng program , and h i s r esea:r:ch
He hil R my
e si gn does Hot p r e s e nt probl ems of c on:!:ident ia lit y .
permi ss i on t o c ontac t yeu a nd to explain h i s program 1.1 you a re
i nt rcste i.
Co p y

Ga ry Keetch, Assistant Supe r i n tendent, Secondary
Schools
Dr . Vi rgin ia ,,1 0hm;;oH , Ass i s tant Supe r intenden t ,
Instruotional Services
James O'Conner, Te acher of Comput er Scienc e
Dr. steve Ter r ell, Dissertat ion Chai r, Nova

southeastern University
Da vid Lauret, Doctoral Student

Dr. 51..." u C. Baugh, S~D"""""'t
Garyv . ~. ~(8u-perintendenL - 7-12 Bchooh JIId: L. Reid, ~~ 8nperinliOlDdfll1t - K-a
Iloerd of Ed-.t;ioo: CQ)' L. FIIpI, ~" t; E. V _ Cald..... v>oo.-l'roo>deot; Unda N_<'.ampbeIl, MariJ1n W. KDl'IllO'd,

Schoolo
KennO!t.h 11.. ~
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AppendixB
Sample Visual Displays

Figure 5. Page two of the TeAS interactive course. This is an example of an
instructional page which features a lengthy instructional narrative element.

•
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Figure 6. Page 11 of the TeAS interactive course. This is an example of an instructional
page which features an instructional narrative of a more typical length.
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Figure 7. Page 66 of the TeAS interactive course. This is an example of an instructional
page which features an aural example.
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Figure 8. Page 85 of the TeAS interactive course. This is an example of a visual display
from the practice simulation, featuring visual approximations of aural cues and examples.
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